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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH 
PAMELA GIBBY, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
RICHARD GIBBY, 
Respondent-Appellee. 
CaseNo.20070596-CA 
BRIEF OF PETITIONER-APPELLANT 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
Jurisdiction is conferred upon this Court pursuant to Utah Code Annotated, §78A-4-103. 
ISSUES AND STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The issue for review is: 
a. Whether the trial court erred in granting Respondent's Motion in Limine. 
The standard of review is: 
The standard for review in this case is the clearly erroneous standard. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. Plaintiff and Defendant were divorced by decree, entered as a Corrected Decree of 
Divorce, signed March 17,2000, by the Honorable Fred Howard, Fourth District Court Judge, Case 
No. 994400490. ( R. 0099 and 0112) (See Addendum Exhibit "A") 
2. The Corrected Decree of Divorce was based upon a Verified Amended Stipulation and 
Property Settlement Agreement signed by the parties on June 9,1999. (R. 0041) 
3. Paragraphs 11 and 12 of the Verified Amended Stipulation and Property Settlement 
Agreement set forth the division and value of the real property assets of the parties. The division and 
value is as follows: (R. 0037 and 0038) 
Petitioner: 
Real Property Asset: 
Residence (49 North Country Lane (920 East)), Orem, Utah 84097 
Note on 363 North University Avenue, Provo, Utah 84601 
Note on 855 North Freedom Blvd., Provo, Utah 84604 
Note on 424 Granada, San Clemente, California 92672 
XA of net from sale of 855 North Freedom Blvd, Provo, Utah 84601 
TOTAL: 
Net Equity 
355,000.00 
390,000.00] 
50,000.00 
90,750.00| 
(?)* 
885.750.0o] 
*Note, total does not yet include lA of net from the sale of Freedom Blvd. 
Respondent 
Real Property Asset: 
410 Arenoso, San Clemente, California 92672 
424 Granada, San Clemente, California 92672 
527 South State Street, Orem, Utah 84058 
241 East 2230 North, Provo, Utah 84601 
1 363 North University Avenue, Provo, Utah 84601 
J 855 North Freedom Blvd., Provo, Utah 84604 
Net Equity 
500,000.00 
448,000.00 
41,000.00 
55,000.00 
400,000.00 
108,000.00 
2 
Vi of net from sale of 855 North Freedom Blvd, Provo, Utah 84601 (7)" 
TOTAL: 1,552,500.00 
*Note, total does not yet include lA of net from the sale of Freedom Blvd. 
4. Paragraph 14 of the Corrected Decree of Divorce was included to assure that Appellant 
received payment in cash of an amount equal to her share of the equity in the real properties of the 
parties. The court established the equities of the real properties in paragraph 12 of the Corrected 
Decree of Divorce. (R. 0107 to 0109) 
5. Paragraph 14(a) of the Corrected Decree of Divorce states: 
(a) Respondent, or the appropriate LLC, is hereby ordered to sign a 
Promissory Note to Petitioner in the sum of $390,000.00 secured by 
a Trust Deed in the same amount on the property at 363 North 
University Avenue, Provo, UT 84601. The terms of the Note will 
include a 7% interest rate on the principal amortized for 20 years. 
Payments on the Note will be made to Petitioner on the first of each 
month beginning June 1,1999. (R. 0108 and 0107) 
6. Appellant opted to receive payments from Respondent rather than deeds of conveyance 
of commercial properties because she did not want to be a commercial landlord. (See paragraph 2 
on page 1 of the Verified Amended Stipulation and Property Settlement Agreement.) (R. 0041 and 
0040) 
7. At the time of the entry of the decree, the property at 363 North University Avenue, Provo, 
Utah, was owned by New West Properties L.L.C., a company owned by Respondent. New West 
Properties L.L.C. executed a Promissory Note and Trust Deed in favor of Appellant. Thereafter, 
Respondent began making payments to Appellant of Three Thousand Twenty-three and 67/100 
($3,023.67) per month as required by paragraph 14(a) of the Corrected Decree of Divorce. (R. 03 97, 
0396 and 0421) 
8. Early in the year 2001, Respondent told Appellant that he wanted to sell the property at 
363 North University Avenue because he was planning to move to California and was having 
difficulty managing the property. Additionally, Respondent told Appellant that the Trust Deed Note 
and Trust Deed that she held on the property would have to be subordinated to a new Trust Deed and 
Note obtained by a buyer. Respondent further advised that if Appellant did not agree to subordinate, 
she would lose the property as security for the Note. Respondent further assured Appellant that he 
would still make payments as ordered in the Corrected Decree of Divorce. The amortized payment 
amount was Three Thousand Twenty-three and 67/100 Dollars ($3,023.67). (R. 0421 and 0420) 
9. The 363 North University Avenue property was sold in March of 2001 by Respondent to 
the Charles R. and Maria O'Brien Family Trust. Appellant subordinated her Trust Deed and Trust 
Deed Note. Respondent continued to make the monthly payments of Three Thousand Twenty-three 
and 67/100 Dollars ($3,023.67) through January of 2003. (R. 0420) 
10. Sometime prior to February of 2003, Respondent began urging Appellant to accept her 
monthly check directly from the Charles R. and Maria O'Brien Family Trust for the sake of 
convenience. At the time, Respondent was residing in California. Respondent assured Appellant 
that he would still be responsible for the Note. Appellant finally agreed and began receiving 
payments directly from the Charles R. and Maria O'Brien Family Trust in February of 2003. ( R. 
0420) 
11. In January of 2004, Appellant was notified by Charles O'Brien that the Charles R. and 
Maria O'Brien Family Trust would no longer be able to make payments to her on the Note and that 
it would be defaulting on its obligation to the Bank of American Fork who held the first Trust Deed. 
(R.0420) 
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12. Appellant contacted Respondent about the decision of Charles O'Brien on behalf of the 
Charles R. and Maria O'Brien Family Trust and Respondent told Appellant that he was no longer 
responsible for the Note and that she had to look to the Charles R. and Maria O'Brien Family Trust 
for payment. (R. 0420) 
13. Appellant received the last payment of Three Thousand Twenty-three and 67/100 Dollars 
($3,023.67) in January of 2004. On or about February 13, 2004, Respondent's attorney advised 
Appellant's attorney that Respondent would pay for the expenses of a foreclosure if Appellant would 
foreclose the Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note against Respondent. Appellant agreed and 
Respondent began the foreclosure proceedings. (R. 0385 to 0381) 
14. Soon after February 13, 2004, Appellant's attorney was informed that Respondent 
decided that he would no longer be involved in the foreclosure. On or about May 13, 2004, 
Appellant's attorney recorded a Substitution of Trustee and continued the foreclosure proceedings. 
The property was eventually scheduled for trustee's sale on August 26,2004. Appellant entered a 
credit bid and acquired the property subject to the first Trust Deed Note and Trust Deed held by the 
Bank of American Fork. ( R. 0385 to 0381) 
15. Appellant brought an action against Respondent pursuant to §57-1 -32 of the Utah Code 
for a deficiency after foreclosure in Case No. 040403686 in the Fourth District Court for Utah 
County. (R. 0385) 
16. Respondent filed a Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion for Attorney's Fees 
pursuant to Rule 11 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure and §78-27-56 of the Utah Code. 
Responsive and reply memoranda were filed in the summary judgment action. The matter came 
before the court for oral argument on March 18,2005. (R. 0379) 
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17. The court granted summary judgment against Appellant. A copy of the Order Granting 
Motion for Summary Judgment is attached to the Docketing Statement. ( R. 0379) 
18. Appellant's underlying action in this case is an Order to Show Cause to enforce the 
provisions of the Corrected Decree of Divorce and particularly her right to receive the benefit of her 
agreement and the court's decree regarding the 363 North University Avenue property. 
19. Appellant was defeated in her effort to get a personal judgment against Respondent, 
Richard Gibby, in the separate case aforesaid. However, Appellant reserved her right in the Order 
to Show Cause action in this case to pursue and obtain a judgment against Respondent for the 
remaining amounts owed by Respondent to Appellant regarding the 363 North University Avenue 
property. ( R. 0378 P ) 
20. During the course of the Order to Show Cause proceedings, Respondent filed a Petition 
to Modify Decree seeking to eliminate alimony and child support or to substantially reduce the same. 
(R.0127) 
21. During the course of the Order to Show Cause proceedings and the pending trial on 
Respondent's Petition to Modify Decree, Appellant was able to successfully sell the property at 363 
North University Avenue and to establish and exact deficiency owed by Respondent to Appellant. 
Appellant was prepared with her proof which she intended to present at the Order to Show 
Cause/Modification trial. (R. 0423) 
22. Respondent filed a Motion in Limine to prevent Appellant from presenting evidence of 
the deficiency owed to her relating to the 363 North University Avenue property. (R. 0375) 
23. The court ruled in favor of Respondent regarding his Motion in Limine. (R. 0456) 
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ARGUMENT 
POINT 1 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN GRANTING 
RESPONDENT'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
This is a divorce action where the parties agreed to divide the real property assets essentially 
even. The Corrected Decree of Divorce created in both parties the right to receive certain assets or 
the cash equivalent of those assets so that the parties had a substantially equal share. Appellant 
elected to receive cash for her share of the real property assets of the parties. The parties agreed that 
the equity in the property at 363 North University Avenue, Provo, Utah, was Three Hundred Ninety 
Thousand Dollars ($390,000.00). The parties agreed that Appellant would receive all of the equity 
of the 363 North University Avenue property. The method for Appellant to receive the equity in 
the 363 North University Avenue property was for Respondent or an appropriate limited liability 
company to execute a Promissory Note and to secure it with the property. The amount of the note 
(Three Hundred Ninety Thousand Dollars ($390,000.00)) was a marital asset to be distributed to 
Appellant in monthly payments of Three Thousand Twenty-the and 67/100 Dollars ($3,023.67) for 
20 years at seven percent (7%) interest. 
Appellant was prepared to present at trial the following proof by way of testimony and 
exhibits: 
a. A copy of the settlement statement between New West Properties L.L. C. as seller and 
The Charles R. and Marie R. O'Brien Family Trust as borrower. See Addendum 
Exhibit "B". 
b. A copy of the Subordination Agreement executed by Appellant. See Addendum 
Exhibit "C'\ 
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c. A copy of an Amendment of Articles of Organization for New West Properties 
L.L.C. showing that Respondent was the only member of New West Properties 
LX.C. See Addendum Exhibit "D". 
d. A deficiency spreadsheet with supporting documents setting forth Appellant's 
expenses in acquiring and maintaining the property, selling the property and the 
deficiency owed. See Addendum Exhibit "E". 
Appellant's proof would have supported her claim against Respondent for judgment in the 
amount of Three Hundred Twelve Thousand Two Hundred Sixty-eight and 82/100 Dollars 
($312,268.82). This amount constitutes a substantial portion of the overall value of marital assets 
distributed to Appellant under paragraph 14 of the Corrected Decree of Divorce. 
The only parties to the divorce action are Appellant, Pamela Gibby, and Respondent, Richard 
Gibby. Paragraph 14(a) of the Corrected Decree of Divorce awards to Appellant a cash amount of 
Three Hundred Ninety Thousand Dollars ($3 90,000.00) payable in monthly payments over 20 years 
with interest. The payment was to be secured by the property at 363 North University Avenue. 
Respondent was under an obligation to comply with the decree by providing a Note and security. 
Title to the property at 363 North University Avenue was owned by New West Properties L.L.C. 
New West Properties executed a Note and Trust Deed. The only member of New West Properties 
L.L.C. was Richard Gibby. It was not intended by the parties or the court to create a condition 
where Respondent could escape his obligation to comply with the court's decree. New West 
Properties L.L.C. was not and is not a party to the divorce action and is, therefore, not liable to 
Appellant for the Three Hundred Ninety Thousand Dollars ($390,000.00). That obligation squarely 
rests upon the shoulders of Respondent. Respondent has a personal obligation which cannot be 
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transferred to someone else. 
When Respondent sold the property at 363 North University Avenue to the Charles R. and 
Maria O'Brien Family Trust, he had an obligation to retire the Note owed to Appellant. Instead, 
Respondent persuaded Appellant to accept a second trust deed position to the lender who provided 
financing to the Charles R. and Maria O'Brien Family Trust for the purchase of the property. 
Respondent continued to pay the monthly payments called for in the Promissory Note until February 
of 2003. At that time, Respondent persuaded Appellant to receive payments directly from the 
Charles R. and Maria O'Brien Family Trust. Respondent then took the position that he had shifted 
his responsibility under the Decree of Divorce to another entity and was therefore relieved of his 
personal obligation. The Charles R. and Maria O'Brien Family Trust stopped making payments. 
Respondent initiated a non-judicial trust deed foreclosure of the second Trust Deed Note and Trust 
Deed given by New West Properties L.L.C. to Appellant. The property eventually went to trustee's 
sale and Appellant purchased the property by bidding in the amount of the unpaid balance on the 
Promissory Note owed by New West Property L.L.C. 
Appellant, Pamela Gibby, brought an action as plaintiff in the Fourth District Court for Utah 
County in Case No. 040403686 against Respondent, Richard Gibby, as defendant wherein she sought 
to obtain a deficiency judgment after trustee's sale of the property at 363 North University Avenue. 
In that case, the trial court, Honorable Fred D. Howard, presiding, granted a summary judgment 
finding: 
2. The Court finds that it is not disputed that the Defendant signed all documents on 
behalf of the L.L.C. and did not sign any documents in a personal capacity. 
3. The Court finds that the terms of the parties' Decree of Divorce is not a question 
before the Court. 
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4. The Court finds that the Defendant signed all notes and documents in this matter 
on behalf of the L.L.C. and did not sign any documents in a personal capacity. The 
Court finds that it is unpersuaded that the Defendant bears any personal liability in 
this matter. 
5. The Court finds that UCA §48-2c-l 04 is clear in that it provides that "a company 
formed under this chapter is a legal entity, distinct from its members". 
6. The Court finds that because this is a deficiency action, that the Court can grant 
leave to allow Plaintiff to bring a separate motion to bring an action against the 
L.L.C. 
7. The Court is persuaded that this present action does not impose personal liability 
against Mr. Richard Gibby and further finds that Richard Gibby had no personal 
liability in this matter. (See Addendum Exhibit "F") 
In paragraph 3 of the above findings, the trial court specifically found "the Court finds that 
the terms of the parties' Decree of Divorce is not a question before the Court." As argued here, the 
"terms of the parties' Decree of Divorce" squarely place an obligation and responsibility on the 
shoulders of Respondent to pay to Appellant Three Hundred Ninety Thousand Dollars 
($390,000.00). Respondent has not complied with the "terms of the parties' Decree of Divorce." 
Instead, he has contrived and carried out a plan to escape his legal obligation under the "terms of the 
parties' Decree of Divorce." To allow Respondent to do so will rob Appellant of the equitable share 
of the marital estate awarded by the court. The trial court erred in granting Respondent's Motion in 
Limine and preventing Appellant from introducing evidence at trial of the amount owed by 
Respondent under the provisions of paragraph 14(a) of the Corrected Decree of Divorce. 
Appellant has been placed in a position where she was unable to obtain a personal judgment 
against Respondent in a separate action brought to obtain a deficiency judgement after a non-judicial 
trust deed foreclosure action, and this case where she is allegedly unable to obtain a personal 
judgment against Respondent because his limited liability company is not a party to the case. The 
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question is whether Appellant is caught in the horns of a dilemma or whether equity will demand 
Respondent's compliance with his obligation to share the marital estate. 
The trial court in the case appealed from here (Case No. 994400790) granted a Motion in 
Limine thus preventing Appellant from introducing evidence at trial of the deficiency owed by 
Respondent after the trustee's sale of the 363 North University Avenue property. Respondent 
premised his Motion upon the doctrine of res judicata and the one-action rule. Appellant contends 
that the court erred in granting the Motion in Limine. 
Domestic courts are "courts of equity and fairness" and it would be a violation of the 
principles of equity and fairness to allow Respondent to liquidate a marital asset and keep for himself 
the equity which rightfully belongs to Appellant. The result would be an unfair and disproportionate 
division of marital assets. 
In Smith v. Smith, 793 P.2d 407 (Ut. App. 1990), the Utah Court of Appeals reversed the trial 
court's dismissal of the appellant's petition to modify a Decree of Divorce. In the Smith case, Scott 
and Patricia J. Smith, parents of Jesse, were divorced on April 13,1981. Patricia Smith was granted 
custody of Jesse and Scott Smith was awarded visitation. At a hearing on December 14,1984, with 
both parties present, the court issued an order modifying the divorce decree setting forth in greater 
detail Scott's visitation rights and holding Patricia in contempt for denial of Scott's visitation rights. 
On June 21,1988, Scott petitioned the Utah court to modify the custody decree. Scott argued 
that Patricia's interference with his visitation rights constituted a material change of circumstances 
justifying a change of custody. Patricia filed a Motion in Limine to restrict introduction of evidence 
arising prior to the trial court's December 14,1984, modification order. The trial court granted the 
motion on the "grounds that such evidence had previously been litigated and was therefore 
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excludable under the doctrine of reg judicata." This court opined that "Application of res judicata 
in divorce actions is distinguished, however, because of the equitable doctrine that allows courts to 
reopen determinations if the moving party can demonstrate a substantial change of circumstances." 
(Emphasis added.) This court further opined, "Courts have continuing jurisdiction bestowed by 
statute to enter subsequent orders regarding the parties, their children, or their property, 'as is 
reasonable and necessary'". This court found that "res judicata bars domestic modification 
proceedings only where the moving party cannot establish either a substantial change of 
circumstances or mistake of fact." 
This court went on to analyze the best interest of the child in custody change cases and the 
relevancy of evidence showing interference by the custodial parent with the non-custodial parent's 
visitation. This court concluded that the trial court did not consider such evidence because of its 
ruling on the Motion in Limine and may have further believed that such evidence was not relevant. 
If so, the court erred. "We, therefore, reverse and remand for consideration of all evidence 
subsequent to the divorce decree, including that considered in connection with the 1984 contempt 
proceeding." 
Appellant concedes that the facts and issues in the Smith case are distinguishable but argues 
that the principles of equity announced in Smith are applicable here. In this case, the marital assets 
of Appellant and Respondent were substantial and tangible. The parties agreed, and the court 
confirmed, that the marital assets should be evenly divided. Responded took possession and 
ownership of most of the real property assets of the marriage and agreed to pay Appellant her equity 
share of those assets in cash. A substantial portion of Appellant's share of the equity in the real 
property assets came from the property at 363 North University Avenue. A substantial change in 
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circumstances has occurred since entry of the decree. The change was engineered by Respondent 
when he first sold 363 North University Avenue, declined to pay Appellant her note balance at the 
time of sale and finally walked away from his obligation when the property went into foreclosure. 
In other words, Respondent took Appellant's share of the marital estate and now comes before the 
court seeking to have "the law" protect him in securing an inequitable result. Equity should not 
tolerate this result. 
The equitable powers of the court in the domestic field have been codified at §30-3-5 of the 
Utah Code. Sub-paragraph (1) of §30-3-5 states: "When a decree of divorce is rendered, the court 
may include in it equitable orders relating to the children, property, debts or obligations, and parties." 
In sub-paragraph (3), the statute states: "The court has continuing jurisdiction to make subsequent 
changes or new orders for the custody of the children and their support, maintenance, health, and 
dental care, and for distribution of the property and obligations for debts as is reasonable and 
necessary." (Emphasis added.) The Utah Supreme Court in Despain v. Despain, 610 P.2d 1303 
(Utah 1980) stated in reference to §30-3-5 the following: 
Under Utah law, a divorce court sits as a court in equity so far as child custody, 
support payments, and the like are concerned. It likewise retains continuing 
jurisdiction over the parties, and the power to make equitable redistribution or other 
modification of the original decree as equity might dictate. In both the formulation 
of the original decree and any modifications thereof, the trial court is vested with 
broad discretionary powers... (Emphasis added.) 
The parties in this action during their marriage acquired considerable holdings. Appellant, 
Pamela Gibby, was entitled to approximately 50 percent (50%) of the marital assets of the parties. 
In the Stipulation entered into between the parties, Appellant stated that she did not want to have the 
responsibility of a property manager in collecting rents and managing rental properties. She 
preferred to have an assurance of income from those marital assets. Accordingly, the Corrected 
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Decree of Divorce gave her a dollar value representing her one-half QA) interest in the marital assets 
and properties. The court awarded, pursuant to the Stipulation, an amount of Three Hundred Ninety 
Thousand Dollars ($390,000.00) to Appellant related to the 363 North University Avenue property. 
To assure performance by Respondent, the court ordered him or an appropriate L.L.C. to secure the 
obligation. Equity demands that Appellant receive her fair share of the marital estate. To deny 
Appellant the opportunity to show what is still owed of the Three Hundred Ninety Thousand Dollar 
($390,000.00) award would effectively rob her of her share of the marital estate and would provide 
a large windfall to Respondent to which he is not entitled. Appellant contends under the Smith and 
Despain cases and §30-3-5 of the Utah Code, the trial court erroneously granted the Motion in 
Limine. 
CONCLUSION 
In McLane v. McLane, 570 P.2d 692 (Utah 1977), the Supreme Court stated: 
Even though the decree is res judicata as to circumstances existing at the time of the 
decree, if there are changed circumstances so requiring, there can be further 
adjudication thereon. 
At the time the Corrected Decree of Divorce was entered, Respondent was required to secure 
his obligation to pay Three Hundred Ninety Thousand Dollars ($390,000.00) to Appellant by 
encumbering the property at 363 North University Avenue. Respondent had an obligation to pay 
monthly amounts for 20 years with interest. However, Respondent sold the property and collected 
all of the proceeds from the sale without turning them over to Appellant. Respondent continued to 
make the monthly payments to Appellant that he was obligated to make under the Corrected Decree. 
Eventually, Respondent persuaded Appellant to accept payments directly from the new buyer of the 
property. The property went into foreclosure and Appellant redeemed it from foreclosure and has 
now sold the property and has a complete accounting of the proceeds from the sale which have been 
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appropriately deducted form the balance owing by Respondent to Appellant. The trial court 
prevented Appellant from presenting evidence of the remaining obligation Respondent owed to 
Appellant related to the 363 North University Avenue property. Appellant contends that the trial 
court erred when it granted the Motion in Limine. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 10th day of April, 2008. 
ESPLINI WEIGHT 
^ 
GARY-H. WEJ0HT 
Attorney for Petitioner-Appellant 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed, postage prepaid, this 10th day of April, 2008, two copies of the 
foregoing Brief of Petitioner-Appellant to the following: 
Jerry Reynolds 
Attorney for Respondent-Appellee 
2696 North University Avenue, Suite 180 
Provo, UT 84604 
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ADDENDUM 
Utah Code Annotated, §30-3-5 
Utah Code Annotated, §57-1-32 
Utah Code Annotated, §78A-4-103 
Utah Code Annotated, §78-27-56 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 11 
Exhibit "A", Corrected Decree of Divorce 
Exhibit "B", Settlement Statement 
Exhibit "C", Subordination Agreement 
Exhibit "D", Amendment of Articles of Organization for New West Properties L.L.C. 
Exhibit "E", Deficiency Spreadsheet 
Exhibit "F", Order Granting Summary Judgment 
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30-3-5. Disposition of property - Maintenance and health care of parties and children -
Division of debts - Court to have continuing jurisdiction — Custody and parent-time -
Determination of alimony — Nonmeritorious petition for modification. 
(1) When a decree of divorce is rendered, the court may include in it equitable orders relating to the 
children, property, debts or obligations, and parties. The court shall include the following in every 
decree of divorce: 
(a) an order assigning responsibility for the payment of reasonable and necessary medical and dental 
expenses of the dependent children; 
(b) if coverage is or becomes available at a reasonable cost, an order requiring the purchase and 
maintenance of appropriate health, hospital, and dental care insurance for the dependent children; 
(c) pursuant to Section 15-4-6.5: 
(i) an order specifying which party is responsible for the payment of joint debts, obligations, or 
liabilities of the parties contracted or incurred during marriage; 
(ii) an order requiring the parties to notify respective creditors or obligees, regarding the court's 
division of debts, obligations, or liabilities and regarding the parties' separate, current addresses; and 
(iii) provisions for the enforcement of these orders; and 
(d) provisions for income withholding in accordance with Title 62 A, Chapter 11, Recovery Services. 
(2) The court may include, in an order determining child support, an order assigning financial 
responsibility for all or a portion of child care expenses incurred on behalf of the dependent children, 
necessitated by the employment or training of the custodial parent. If the court determines that the 
circumstances are appropriate and that the dependent children would be adequately cared for, it may 
include an order allowing the noncustodial parent to provide child care for the dependent children, 
necessitated by the employment or training of the custodial parent. 
(3) The court has continuing jurisdiction to make subsequent changes or new orders for the custody 
of the children and their support, maintenance, health, and dental care, and for distribution of the 
property and obligations for debts as is reasonable and necessary. 
(4) Child support, custody, visitation, and other matters related to children born to the mother and 
father after entry of the decree of divorce may be added to the decree by modification. 
(5) (a) In determining parent-time rights of parents and visitation rights of grandparents and other 
members of the immediate family, the court shall consider the best interest of the child. 
(b) Upon a specific finding by the court of the need for peace officer enforcement, the court may 
include in an order establishing a parent-time or visitation schedule a provision, among other things, 
authorizing any peace officer to enforce a court-ordered parent-time or visitation schedule entered under 
this chapter. 
(6) If a petition for modification of child custody or parent-time provisions of a court order is made 
and denied, the court shall order the petitioner to pay the reasonable attorneys' fees expended by the 
prevailing party in that action, if the court determines that the petition was without merit and not 
asserted or defended against in good faith. 
(7) If a petition alleges noncompliance with a parent-time order by a parent, or a visitation order by a 
grandparent or other member of the immediate family where a visitation or 
parent-time right has been previously granted by the court, the court may award to the prevailing party 
costs, including actual attorney fees and court costs incurred by the prevailing party because of the other 
party's failure to provide or exercise court-ordered visitation or parent-time. 
(8) (a) The court shall consider at least the following factors in determining alimony: 
(i) the financial condition and needs of the recipient spouse; 
(ii) the recipient's earning capacity or ability to produce income; 
(iii) the ability of the payor spouse to provide support; 
(iv) the length of the marriage; 
(v) whether the recipient spouse has custody of minor children requiring support; 
(vi) whether the recipient spouse worked in a business owned or operated by the payor spouse; and 
(vii) whether the recipient spouse directly contributed to any increase in the payor spouse's skill by 
paying for education received by the payor spouse or allowing the payor spouse to attend school during 
the marriage. 
(b) The court may consider the fault of the parties in determining alimony. 
(c) As a general rule, the court should look to the standard of living, existing at the time of 
separation, in determining alimony in accordance with Subsection (8)(a). However, the court shall 
consider all relevant facts and equitable principles and may, in its discretion, base alimony on the 
standard of living that existed at the time of trial. In marriages of short duration, when no children have 
been conceived or born during the marriage, the court may consider the standard of living that existed at 
the time of the marriage. 
(d) The court may, under appropriate circumstances, attempt to equalize the parties' respective 
standards of living. 
(e) When a marriage of long duration dissolves on the threshold of a major change in the income of 
one of the spouses due to the collective efforts of both, that change shall be considered in dividing the 
marital property and in determining the amount of alimony. If one spouse's earning capacity has been 
greatly enhanced through the efforts of both spouses during the marriage, the court may make a 
compensating adjustment in dividing the marital property and awarding alimony. 
(f) In determining alimony when a marriage of short duration dissolves, and no children have been 
conceived or born during the marriage, the court may consider restoring each party to the condition 
which existed at the time of the marriage. 
(g) (i) The court has continuing jurisdiction to make substantive changes and new orders regarding 
alimony based on a substantial material change in circumstances not foreseeable at the time of the 
divorce. 
(ii) The court may not modify alimony or issue a new order for alimony to address needs of the 
recipient that did not exist at the time the decree was entered, unless the court finds extenuating 
circumstances that justify that action. 
(iii) In determining alimony, the income of any subsequent spouse of the payor may not be 
considered, except as provided in this Subsection (8). 
(A) The court may consider the subsequent spouse's financial ability to share living expenses. 
(B) The court may consider the income of a subsequent spouse if the court finds that the payor's 
improper conduct justifies that consideration. 
(h) Alimony may not be ordered for a duration longer than the number of years that the 
marriage existed unless, at any time prior to termination of alimony, the court finds extenuating 
circumstances that justify the payment of alimony for a longer period of time. 
(9) Unless a decree of divorce specifically provides otherwise, any order of the court that a party pay 
alimony to a former spouse automatically terminates upon the remarriage or death of that former spouse. 
However, if the remarriage is annulled and found to be void ab initio, payment of alimony shall resume 
if the party paying alimony is made a party to the action of annulment and his rights are determined. 
(10) Any order of the court that a party pay alimony to a former spouse terminates upon 
establishment by the party paying alimony that the former spouse is cohabitating with another person. 
Amended by Chapter 129,2005 General Session 
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57-1-32, Sale of trust property by trustee -- Action to recover balance due upon obligation for 
which trust deed was given as security — Collection of costs and attorney's fees. 
At any time within three months after any sale of property under a trust deed as provided in Sections 
57-1-23, 57-1-24, and 57-1-27, an action may be commenced to recover the balance due upon the 
obligation for which the trust deed was given as security, and in that action the complaint shall set forth 
the entire amount of the indebtedness that was secured by the trust deed, the amount for which the 
property was sold, and the fair market value of the property at the date of sale. Before rendering 
judgment, the court shall find the fair market value of the property at the date of sale. The court may not 
render judgment for more than the amount by which the amount of the indebtedness with interest, costs, 
and expenses of sale, including trustee's and attorney's fees, exceeds the fair market value of the 
property as of the date of the sale. In any action brought under this section, the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to collect its costs and reasonable attorney fees incurred. 
Amended by Chapter 236, 2001 General Session 
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78A-4-103. Court of Appeals jurisdiction. 
(1) The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction to issue all extraordinary writs and to issue all writs and 
process necessary: 
(a) to carry into effect its judgments, orders, and decrees; or 
(b) in aid of its jurisdiction. 
(2) The Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of interlocutory appeals, 
over: 
(a) the final orders and decrees resulting from formal adjudicative proceedings of state agencies or 
appeals from the district court review of informal adjudicative proceedings of the agencies, except the 
Public Service Commission, State Tax Commission, School and Institutional Trust Lands Board of 
Trustees, Division of Forestry, Fire and State Lands actions reviewed by the executive director of the 
Department of Natural Resources, Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining, and the state engineer; 
(b) appeals from the district court review of: 
(i) adjudicative proceedings of agencies of political subdivisions of the state or other local agencies; 
and 
(ii) a challenge to agency action under Section 63-46a-12.1; 
(c) appeals from the juvenile courts; 
(d) interlocutory7 appeals from any court of record in criminal cases, except those involving a charge 
of a first degree or capital felony; 
(e) appeals from a court of record in criminal cases, except those involving a conviction or charge of 
a first degree felony or capital felony; 
(f) appeals from orders on petitions for extraordinary writs sought by persons who are incarcerated or 
serving any other criminal sentence, except petitions constituting a challenge to a conviction of or the 
sentence for a first degree or capital felony; 
(g) appeals from the orders on petitions for extraordinary writs challenging the decisions of the Board 
of Pardons and Parole except in cases involving a first degree or capital felony; 
(h) appeals from district court involving domestic relations cases, including, but not limited to, 
divorce, annulment, property division, child custody, support, parent-time, visitation, adoption, and 
paternity; 
(i) appeals from the Utah Military Court; and 
(j) cases transferred to the Court of Appeals from the Supreme Court. 
(3) The Court of Appeals upon its own motion only and by the vote of four judges of the court may 
certify to the Supreme Court for original appellate review and determination any matter over which the 
Court of Appeals has original appellate jurisdiction. 
(4) The Court of Appeals shall comply with the requirements of Title 63, Chapter 46b, 
Administrative Procedures Act, in its review of agency adjudicative proceedings. 
Renumbered and Amended by Chapter 3, 2008 General Session 
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§ 78-27-54 JUDICIAL CODE 
§ 7 8 - 2 7 - 5 4 . Inherent risks of skiing—Trail boards listing inherent risks 
and limitations on liability 
Ski area operators shall post trail boards at one or more prominent locations 
within each ski area which shall include a list of the inherent risks of skiing, 
and the limitations on liability of ski area operators, as defined in this act.1 
Laws 1979, c. 166, §'4. 
1
 Laws 1979, c. 166 enacted §§ 78-27-51 to 78-27-54 of this chapter. 
Library References 
Theaters and Shows <§=>6(7.1), 6(19). C.J.S. Entertainment and Amusement; Sports 
Westlaw Key Number Searches: 376k6(7.1); §§ 55, 57 to 63, 66 to 68, 79 to 84, 86 to 87, 
376k6(19). C.J.S. Motor Vehicles §§ 1307, 1309. 
Research References 
Encyclopedias Fundamentals of Sports Law § 8:2, Compara-
45 Am. Jur. Proof of Facts 3d 115, Liability of tive and Contributory Negligence. 
" Ski Area Operator for Skiing Accident. 
46 Am. Jur. Proof of Facts 3d 1, Liability of 
Skier for Collision With Another Skier/ 
Treatises and Practice Aids 
5 Causes of Actions 2d 719, Cause of Action 
Against Ski Area Operator for Injury or 
Death Occurring on Ski Slope or Ski Lift. 
Notes of Decisions 
Skiers in instructional programs 1 Utah Inherent Risks of Skiing Act, as duty owed 
by resort to students enrolled in its instructional 
1. Skiers in instructional programs P r o ^ a m w a s significantly higher than duty 
Despite posted "trail boards," ski resort pa- o w e d t 0 nonstudent patron U.C.A.1953, 
tron's claim against resort operator, that her ski 78-27-54. Ghioms v. Deer Valley Resort Co., 
instructor negligently failed to warn her about Ltd., 1993/ 839 F.Supp. 789. Theaters And 
spring skiing conditions, was not barred by Shows @=* 6(19) 
§ 78-27^-55. Repealed by Laws 1980, c. 43, § 1 
§ 7 8 - 2 7 - 5 6 . Attqrney's fees—Award where action or defense in bad faith— 
Exceptions 
(J) In civil actions, the court shall award reasonable attorney's fees to a 
prevailing party if the court determines that the action or defense to the action 
was without merit' and not brought or asserted in good faith, except under 
Subsection (2). 
(2) The court, in'its discretion, may award no fees or limited fees against a 
party under Subsection (1), but only if the court: 
(a) finds the party has filed an affidavit of impecuniosity in the action 
before the court; or 
(b) the court enters in the record the reason for not awarding fees under 
the provisions of Subsection (1). 
Laws 1981, c. 13,'§ 1; Laws 1988, c. 92, § 1. 
230 
Rule 11. Signing of pleadings, motions, affidavits, and other papers; representations 
to court; sanctions. 
(a) Signature. 
(a)(1) Every pleading, written motion, and other paper shall be signed by at least one 
attorney of record, or, if the party is not represented by the party. 
(a)(2) A person may sign a paper using any form of signature recognized by law as binding. 
Unless required by statute, a paper need not be accompanied by affidavit or have a notarized, 
verified or acknowledged signature. If a rule requires an affidavit or a notarized, verified or 
acknowledged signature, the person may submit a declaration pursuant to Utah Code Section 
46-5-101. If a statute requires an affidavit or a notarized, verified or acknowledged signature 
and the party electronically files the paper, the signature shall be notarized pursuant to Utah 
Code Section 46-1-16. 
(a)(3) An unsigned paper shall be stricken unless omission of the signature is corrected 
promptly after being called to the attention of the attorney or party. 
(b) Representations to court. By presenting a pleading, written motion, or other paper to the 
court (whether by signing, filing, submitting, or advocating), an attorney or unrepresented party 
is certifying that to the best of the person's knowledge, information, and belief, formed after an 
inquiry reasonable under the circumstances, 
(b)(1) it is not being presented for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause 
unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of litigation; 
(b)(2) the claims, defenses, and other legal contentions are warranted by existing law or by 
a nonfrivolous argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law or the 
establishment of new law; 
(b)(3) the allegations and other factual contentions have evidentiary support or, if 
specifically so identified, are likely to have evidentiary support after a reasonable opportunity 
for further investigation or discovery; and 
(b)(4) the denials of factual contentions are warranted on the evidence or, if specifically so 
identified, are reasonably based on a lack of information or belief. 
(c) Sanctions. If, after notice and a reasonable opportunity to respond, the court determines 
that subdivision (b) has been violated, the court may, subject to the conditions stated below, 
impose an appropriate sanction upon the attorneys, law firms, or parties that have violated 
subdivision (b) or are responsible for the violation. 
(c)(1) How initiated. 
(c)(1)(A) By motion. A motion for sanctions under this rule shall be made separately from 
other motions or requests and shall describe the specific conduct alleged to violate subdivision 
(b). It shall be served as provided in Rule 5, but shall not be filed with or presented to the court 
unless, within 21 days after service of the motion (or such other period as the court may 
prescribe), the challenged paper, claim, defense, contention, allegation, or denial is not 
withdrawn or appropriately corrected. If warranted, the court may award to the party prevailing 
on the motion the reasonable expenses and attorney fees incurred in presenting or opposing 
the motion. In appropriate circumstances, a law firm may be held jointly responsible for 
violations committed by its partners, members, and employees. 
(c)(1)(B) On court's initiative. On its own initiative, the court may enter an order describing 
the specific conduct that appears to violate subdivision (b) and directing an attorney, law firm, 
or party to show cause why it has not violated subdivision (b) with respect thereto. 
(c)(2) Nature of sanction; limitations. A sanction imposed for violation of this rule shall be 
limited to what is sufficient to deter repetition of such conduct or comparable conduct by others 
similarly situated. Subject to the limitations in subparagraphs (A) and (B), the sanction may 
consist of, or include, directives of a nonmonetary nature, an order to pay a penalty into court, 
or, if imposed on motion and warranted for effective deterrence, an order directing payment to 
the movant of some or all of the reasonable attorney fees and other expenses incurred as a 
direct result of the violation. 
(c)(2)(A) Monetary sanctions may not be awarded against a represented party for a 
violation of subdivision (b)(2). 
(c)(2)(B) Monetary sanctions may not be awarded on the court's initiative unless the court 
issues its order to show cause before a voluntary dismissal or settlement of the claims made 
by or against the party which is, or whose attorneys are, to be sanctioned. 
(c)(3) Order. When imposing sanctions, the court shall describe the conduct determined to 
constitute a violation of this rule and explain the basis for the sanction imposed. 
(d) Inapplicability to discovery. Subdivisions (a) through (c) of this rule do not apply to 
disclosures and discovery requests, responses, objections, and motions that are subject to the 
provisions of Rules 26 through 37. 
ADDENDUM "A" 
Charles Bradford Carlston (6848) 
BRADFORD & BRADY, P.C. 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
389 North University Avenue 
Provo, Utah 84601 
(801) 374-6272 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
CORRECTED DIVORCE DECREE 
PAMELA GIBBY, 
Petitioner, Civil No. 994400490 
vs. Judge Fred Howard 
RICHARD GIBBY, 
Respondent. | 
This matter came on regularly before the Honorable Fred D. Howard. The Court had 
before it a Stipulation executed by the parties and Petitioner's counsel, in which the Respondent 
consented that his default could be entered and that the matter may be heard on the basis of the 
Petitioner's Complaint and the terms of the Stipulation. The Court, after reviewing the Stipulation 
and pleadings on file herein, entered its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law as well as a 
Decree of Divorce. Shortly after that time, it has come to the attention of the parties that the 
June 23, 1999 Decree of Divorce did not accurately reflect the Stipulation of the parties. 
Therefore, the Court now makes and enters the following: 
CORRECTED DECREE OF DIVORCE 
1. Petitioner, PAMELA GIBBY, is hereby granted a Decree of Divorce divorcing 
her from the Respondent, RICHARD GIBBY, upon the grounds that irreconcilable differences 
have arisen between the parties, making continuation of the marriage impossible 
*"%\f 
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2. Said Decree of Divorce shall become final and absolute immediately upon its 
filing and entry in the office of the clerk of the Court. 
CHILDREN 
3. The Court hereby orders that Petitioner shall have sole physical custody of the 
following two (2) minor children, subject to the statutory minimum guidelines: 
a. JASON GIBBY (born December 29,1987) 
b. KYLE GIBBY(born November 18, 1992). 
CHILD SUPPORT 
4. As and for child support, Respondent is ordered to pay to Petitioner statutory 
child support until each child graduates from high school with his/her peers or reaches age 18, 
whichever later occurs. Respondent's initial obligation, as of June 1, 1999, will be $1,400.00 
based on his current monthly gross income of $10,000.00 and hers of 0.00. 
5. Respondent is ordered to establish an interbank transfer or another type of direct 
deposit into a bank account of Petitioner's choice. Said transfer of funds shall occur on the 5lh 
and 20lh of each month. 
6. Otherwise, if the parties agree, Respondent shall provide to Petitioner at the 
signing of this stipulation, checks dated the 5lh and 20lh of the following three months. By the 
end of each month, thereafter. Respondent shall, by the end of each month deliver to Petitioner 
checks appropriately dated such that she would have in hand at any one time three (3) months 
of support checks 
1)1 ( Rl I Ol mvORfl 
PARENTING ISSUES 
7. Time-sharing Arrangement: Petitioner, PAMELA GIBBY, is hereby granted 
the sole physical custody of the two (2) minor children subject to Respondent's spending time 
with the minors according to the statutory minimum guidelines. The parties are hereby 
ordered to work out between them a time-sharing calendar on a month-to-month basis using 
statutory guidelines. 
8. Decision-making: Both parties are hereby granted joint legal custody of the 
children. This means that Petitioner and Respondent will make joint decisions regarding all 
major decisions that may arise regarding the minor children. Major decisions will include 
decisions regarding the children's education, religious training, medical and dental care, and 
counseling. If an impasse is encountered, the parties are ordered to seek the advice of a 
mutually-agreeable expert and allow him/her to be the final decision-maker. 
9. The children's post-high-school expenses: In accordance with the stipulation of 
the parties, both parties shall use best efforts to share equally (50/50) the costs associated with 
the children's college tuition and expenses, missions, and weddings, except where Respondent 
has otherwise agreed to pay the full amount. 
PERSONAL PROPERTY 
10. Each of the parties is awarded the personal property now in his/her respective 
possession as a full and complete property settlement, subject to the following: 
a. The Petitioner is awarded the following specific personal property: 
(i) 1995 Suburban automobile free of any encumbrances 
1)1 ( Kl I ( ) l l ) IV()U( I 
V ipt 1 ol i i 
(ii) Vi of the value (approximately $1,632.00) of the approximately 
1.1100 shiircs ml i 'iincli ics slorV Upon IVM npl nl fin iJure I ippiuxnii uh*l -
$816.00) Petitioner is ordered to quit claim the shares to Respondent. 
h " , .w^wiu. i v . . awarded the following specific personal property: 
• - • • : ! - 2,000 shares of Cimetrics stock.: 
{)% Dodge Ram Truck 4x4: 
*% Seadoo Iju.il and I uuli/r; : 
±998 Angler (Fleetwood) Camper. 
Petitioner and Respondent are hereby ordered to divide equally the net proceeds 
fi -
a. Ilanks note (approx. $28,000.00); 
Camino Cielo Property (uncertain amount) 
REAL PROPERTY 
. :. v OUJL iiL-icu> - u i u . \\ic marital real property of the parties distributed as 
To the Petitioner 
1. fl|i.' I i n i n r n f i h r p a i l R \ S l o f a l u l ,U fr> U n n h ( " m n i i i ) 'Mir I ' P I ) 
East), Orem, Utah 84057 (witl I a net equity of approximately 
$355,000.00); 
2. Vi of net from sale of 855 N. Freedom Blvd., Provo, UT. 
I o the Respondent: 
• 410 Arenoso, San Clemente. California (Net equity: 5500,500.00); 
nHCRMIZ OI: DIVORCE ~~ 
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follows: 
424 Granada, San Clemente, California (Net equity: $448,000.00);* 
e
*
n
 So State Street, Orem, Uia„ L^ - ,u .;. , 
<ist ^HO fLiflt IVUM, : ' h : \ - • \fy. 53,000.00;, 
• University Avenue, Prove, Utah (Net equity: $400,000.00);* 
;• , . . hreedom i,. -, . I HI),f 
.
 s a l e o f g 5 5 N> F r e e d o m B l v d ^ P l o v o % uTfaet: ?). 
Total net equity $1,552,500.00** 
Kev: 
* - [c thai tiiuoc three (3) properties are subject to the notes identified in 
Equalizing Payment", below. 
** Note that this total does not yet include Vi of the net from the sale .:i . ;• 
Freedom : ••!•'.! L 
c. Io equalize ilic ui&inbution of marital property to the parties, Respondent 
will sign Promissory notes to Petitioner (see Equalizing Payment, below); 
SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS RE 557-559 E. 2000 SOUTH, OREM, PROPERTY 
13. The Court hereby orders that, in the event that Respondent dies before the life 
estate has been terminated by the death of botl i of Petitioi lei "s p are : its, the pi openy at 557-559 
East 2000 South, Orem, Utah shall be deeded to Petitioner. 
EQUALIZING PAYMENT 
14. To equalize the marital real property settlement between the parties: 
a. Respondent, or the appropriate LLC, ir; hrn hy nrdenvl to MI'-M a 
Piornr i\v\ nnr/' U) FViiiionor in the sum of $390,000.00 secured by a trust deed in the 
same amount on the property at 363 N., University Avenue. Provo, Utah 84601 1 he 
DECREE or DIVORCE ' * 
terms of the note will include a 7% interest rate on the Diinciole amortized for 20 \ears. 
Payments on the note will be made to Petitioner . i, ,. . i .^n :... . . . . . :. .iug 
j . Respondent, or the appropriate LLC, is hereby ordered to sign a 
Promissory note to Petitioner in the sum of :^•< • 
.. :
 t *
 l
'55 N. Freedom Blvd., Provo, Utah 84601. The terms 
of the note will include a 7.5% interest rate on the principle amortized for 20 years. 
Payments on the note will be made to Pctili inc. .i Hi I I • I r-n h in nlh k'i>miiiii' 
lune I. I<>OD 
Respondent, or the appropriate LLC, is hereby ordered to sign a 
Promissory nolt. lu IY-MUMIM in (he '.inn ( V'O MI DO ^ vtned by a trust deed ii i the 
same amount on the property at 424 Granada, San Clemente, California 92672. The 
terms of the note will include a 9% interest, rate on the principle amortized lot Ju yem , 
i'ayniem1. mi inr imir e ill In* nnde in pi fihonei mi the 5th of each month beginning 
June L 1999. Respondent agrees to a five (5) year call on the note. 
r1 Respondent, or the appropriate I I < no hi n l, nrdereh m h ,i iih 
property at 855 N. Freedom Blvd., Provo, Utah 84601 for sale no later than June 1, 
2003 for a price not to exceed a then-current appraisal amount. It shall close no later 
fhanJunc I, -hHM k<:spondriii, m (he appropnali 1 LC, is hereby ordered to continue 
to make regular and timely loan payments including principle and interest. The parties 
are hereby ordered to divide equally the net proceeds f roin the sale n( said pi open v. 
! let pi oceeds is defined as any proceeds realized over the amounts owed on the first and 
second trust deeds, including any and all principle reduction, less selling expenses (i.e., 
closing costs, selling commission actually paid, etc.). 
DEBTS AND OBLIGATIONS 
15 The Coiiit hereby eiders th;it the debts .il Ihr p.iilic". \liould 'T1 .illncami as 
f Tows: 
» The Petitioner shall pay, and hold the Respondent harmless therefrom, 
llic lullowni!.' dehls 
(i) Those incurred by Petitioner after Max 1; 1999. 
^he Respondent shall pay, and ln=id L -, r^moner harmless therefrom, 
ih Bonneville - approximately $50,000; 
(ii) IV1B1 h V , .......... , . ^ ujui: ^ i / - appro\.::.uiL: . • 5 
is to be paid off as soon as possible); 
(iii) MBNA credit card - approximately $8,000.00; 
(i ) Dr. : ' iest (dei itlst) approxin iatel> $1 300.00; 
(y) rsri Aurthur (dentist) - approximately $2,000.00; 
(vi) American Express credit card - approximately $5,000.00: 
(vii) I IT A. me i ica loan (for Rick's truck) approximately $5,900.00: 
(viii) SCI (burial plot for Rick's parents) - approximately S3.900.00: 
and 
(ix) Dr. Watson (counseling) - approximately $2,150.00. 
DI-CREl: Ul: DIVOkCI-. 
(x) Each of the parties shall be responsible for any debts incurred by 
him/her after May 12, 1999. 
ilifi I lu i "itini rill1 in indrn. ih;ti Rr^pniidrnf m n1 i i ' r the nmceeds from a certain' 
lawsuit (against the title company regarding a Universal Campus Credit Union loan) to pay off 
the following debts: 
2 1 Ihtsr debls nifininviini in l£(b) above, incurred prior to May 12, 1999, 
including the costs of servicing the debts through May 12, * ^99: 
b Any other expenses on the leased N< u . • - i"inl, n /• ' L > i1. 
children UIIHT Ihan yas including the costs of terminating the lease when it is up; 
c All of Petitioner's attorney fees and costs in completing her divorce 
action: and 
d. Remaining proceeds from the lawsuit will be divided equally between 
the parties. 
17. Tin/ panics iiir luirlp" mili ' in! i«» plit r)t)/Si) \hv lease and insurance on the 
Neon automobile currently used by the children. 
SPOUSAL SUPPORT 
18 Petitioner is hereby ordered to use her best efforts to rent the apartment above 
the garage at Petitioi ler's reside! ice. Said i ei it <  'ill b : I lse :i I : pa\( pai t of the mortgage on 
Petitioner's home at 49 North Country Lane (920 East), Orem, Utah 84097. Respondent is 
ordered to reimburse Petitioner for one-half (Vi) (approximately Si ,355.54 ameni ' ly) ni ilie 
ren lainii lg I I IC i ill lly . -usurance payments on the residence for the 
months of June. July and August 1CW
 o r unui the apartment is rented -- whichever occurs 
!)i:cuni; oi-' DIVOUCI: 
first. Thereafter, Respondent shall reimburse Petitioner for one-half (Vi) (approximately 
$1,058.04 currently) of the remaining monmi;.
 r ni.~ ip.. t 
payments' nil IIH1 iT*siilcrte ' f'r.r ihrcr (3) years or until the house sells, whichever occurs first. 
This shall be paid as additional alimony to Petitioner. 
IMIIn vim? nimounts: 
a $2,150.00 each month for 10 years or until Petitioner's remarriage or 
death; 
b. $1,355.54 for the months of June, July and August 1999 or until the 
apartment above Petitioner's garage is rented - whichever occurs first; 
c. $1 ,058 0 1 per iiioi ltl I i n itil May 31, 2002 or until Petitioner's residence 
sells, whichever occurs first. 
20 Respondent is ordered to establish an intei bai ik ti ai lsfei or ai lothei type ::if iii e • ::t 
depiMi mfu ri kink HVOIHII <»f IV.Iilioner's choice. Said transfer of funds shall occur on the 5lh 
and 20lh of each month, 
II Otherwise, ii llic p.nlius dgreo, Respaiidnii 'hill prundr in IVritioik-i .if the 
signing of this stipulation, checks dated the 5th and 20th of the following three months. By the 
end of each month, thereafter; Respondent shall, by the end ot each month <ldivu in IVntiutin 
cht'i ks approprnirlv d*ifnl MH h Nut she would have in hand at any one time three (3) months 
of support checks. 
Dinii-X: o r i) iVOUCH 
HEALTH INSURANCE AND UNINSURED EXPENSES 
iiidren at his sole expense. Both parties are ordered to share equally (50/50) all 
uninsured medical expenses, including medical, dental, optical, and counseling. 
: • in directly to the provider her 
one-half (Vi) of uninsured medical, dental, optical, and counseling expenses. The parties are 
ordered to arrange for the provider to bill Respondent lor the remainder o| nnniMHi'd ninljud, 
(ki l l il, n[) • i. I id u j i i i i ' ^ I i n o r \ p r n m " } 
L I F £ I N S U R A N C E 
iuiLiier orders Respondent to maintain term life insurance o-- his life m 
the amount of $500,000.00 ~ for as long as Respondent has an obligation to Petitioner tor ^:.;]j 
support, spousal support ai id ' : i tl le pi c i i lissorj i 1 :)te vitl i Petitioner as tl le sole beneficiary, 
Respondent is further ordered to provide to Petitioner pr>»of ol r ivmeni : oreniiiiim and in 
instruct the insurance carrier to immediately notify ivuii. .ILI*
 t:\ > i to ucs-.nmg the ]»'Ui. * "i« 
defai lit f 01 ai ly i: eason. 
TAXES 
25. The parties are ordered to equally divuli ,HI, I I . I< I ml Mufn niiii ih< i-.ri 
(1998) tax year, 
26. The Court further orders that Petitioner, as me home based parent, be awarded tl le 
tax exemptions ;: < •'' " ' iV"4" •••ma sign over the exemptions to 
Respondent from tax year to tax year subject to the following conditions: 
a. That Respondent is current in Ins cl lilei suppoi t ai id otl lei obligatioi is; and 
!ileum-; or nivnurr. ~~ 
rhat Respondent pay to Petitioner the tax benefit she would have had had 
she claimed the exemptions on her tax returns. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
I heCoi n t f i ii ther orders Respondei it to pay all attorne> "s fees ai idc Dsts associated 
with this divorce action. 
28, The Court further orders both parties to cooperate fully in executing any and all 
cioci lmei its requii ed in 1 ordei to f i ill) ii nplemei it this Decree of Dive i ce. 
DATED th i sy /2?ky of ^ ^ ^ ^ , 2 000. 
: : b »...«./L.-. 
^ S T R I C T CO>TRT JUDGE U^i&m&g&i = I 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
RICHARD GIBBY Respondent Pro Se 
. ........ **/.*• 
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UJS. p t l ' A R T M E ^ T OK HOUtfTNC A N D U R U A N DEVELOPMENT 1 
SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
0 3 / 3 0 / 2 0 0 1 1 1 • • .3 : 3 3 AM 
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Old Republic Titlo-Provo 
IM A C K OP KKITLKMENT! 
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I I I ) . H a i i a n q a c S e r v i c e O l d R a p u b l i c T i t l o - P r o v o 
h i , 4 R£C0NVETANCE3 Old Republic Tit la-Fcovo 
1 5 0 . 0 0 
25.00 
mmmm~ 
1 5 0 , 0 0 ] 
2 5 . 0 0 
wmm&l#m\ 
$$fi 
2 , 3 2 l . 0 0 | 
1 5 . 0 0 
ZEKtrJ 
| 1 2 0 . 0 0 1 
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j IJHJ t'ttyJl'iMiny I I C A ( * I H | M 
] 110*) Stale «M/tloinpi 
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I 1209 
| JiOft 
1 9 5 . 0 0 
25.00 
| 5 7 . 0 0 
I * ! 
I IJ«i Al )nm<JNAl T ^7|TLKWKN , rCI IAHC; iC! i : 1 
1 1301, •Kirvcjr 
I 1)0? <*«l bw|«i!liiJM 
1 IJIIJ 
1 Uu4 
|_t?M3. 
[ M«t. TUTA\s scri'LKAiiffrr CIIAMCKS >«*"»»»t i « .S*»» t**w. Soa**<• 1 3_6.°.;.0_°. J 2 , 6 7 6 . 0 0 j 
The f IUD-1 Salltcment Slolemeiu which I hove prepared il t Irunnd 
'Hi ihiiancnL 
CCKTlKlCAYlOr* 
account aflat* Iranjacliofl I hove CJUScd, or will etuie the fundi lo be disbursed in accordance with 
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C l o s i n g D a t e : 3/30/2001 
Payout Patfj; 4/02/2001 
IV.tliMlMfV ! . » . » 
ADDENDUM "C" 
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SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT 
AGREEMENT made the / day of January. 2002 between Pamela F. Gibby parties of the first part, and 
BANK OF AMERICAN FORK party of the second part, 
WHEREAS, CHARLES K. O'BRIEN and MARIA R. O'BRIEN, TRUSTEES OF THE CHARLES R. 
AND MARJA R. O'BRIEN FAMILY TRUST DATED MARCH 28, 2001 are the owners of the following 
described parcel of land lying and being in me County of UTAH, State of Utah, legally described as; 
See Exhibit "A" attached hereto and made a part hereof 
WITNESSETH; 
WHEREAS, the said parties of the first part is the holder of the mortgage against the above described 
property dated June 1,1999, filed April 24, 2000, as Document No. 31883:2000; and 
WHEREAS, second party is about to loan CHARLES R. O'BRIEN and MARIA R. O'BRIEN, TRUSTEES 
OF THE CHARLES R. AND MARIA R. O'BRIEN FAMILY TRUST DATED MARCH 28. 2001 the sum 
of $593,000.00 Dollars, upon a Note with said sum secured by a mortgage covering the above described 
premises, and 
WHEREAS, second party has refused to make said loan, except upon consideration that first parry shall 
subordinate their interest in said property, to the lien of the said mortgage about to be made to CHARLES 
R, O'BRIEN and MARIA R. O'BRIEN, TRUSTEES OF THE CHARLES R. AND MARIA R. O'BRfEN 
FAMILY TRUST DATED MARCH 28, 2001 as aforesaid, and to all advances heretofore and hereafter 
made thereupon; 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of One Dollar and no/100 ($1.00) and other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, and in order to induce second 
party to make the said loan and lo accept the note and mortgage of Pamela F. Gibby it is hereby agreed as 
follows: 
I. Thai first party consents and covenants to and with second party that the interest of first party in 
said property is now and shall continue to be subject and subordinate in lien to the lien of said mortgage 
filed as Document No. ^ f e p 3 :2002, made by BANK OF AMERICAN FORK, the second pany 
as aforesaid, and to all advances heretofore or hereafter to be made thereon (including, but not limited to, 
advances made for payment of disbursements, expenses and fees incurred for, or incidental to perfecting or 
maintaining the lien of said mortgage, and all expenses incurred in the foreclosure thereof). 
This agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, their respective successors, and 
assigns. The word "party" shall be construed as if it read "parties" whenever the sense of this agreement so 
requires. 
FN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said party of the first pan has duly executed this agreement the day and year 
first above written. 
PamelaXJQibby y j 
t^jtmi/f' 7,/j^MA 
By: PAMELA F. GIBBY V / 7 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF UTAH 
On the 7^ day of January. 2002. personally appeared before me PAMELA F. GlBBY. the signer of the 
foregoing instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that she exe£y«rrir>e*ame. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
ADDENDUM "D" 
U < * / U < i / U O U U . 4 0 MLA. 
^.^05/26/89 02:20 FAX 401 227 0587 PROVO FINANCE 1/ ®05 
Amendment of Articles of Organization for 
New Weat Properties L.L.C. 
The original articles of organization registered with the State of Utah on 1-13-93 are 
hereby amended as follows: 
1. The name and address of die only member is; 
Richard D- Gtbby 855 N. Freedom Blvd. Piovo, Utah 84604. 
2, The name is hereby changed from New West Properties, L.L.C., to New West 
Properties, L.C. 
The effective date for this change is May 24,1999. Richard D. Gibby will remain as the 
registered/agent for the company. 
Richard D. Gibby, Member 
ADDENDUM "E" 
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DEFICIENCY SPREADSHEET 
Bcpenses Acciuiring and Maintaining Property I 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
4/12/2004 
573/2004 
7/20/2004 
9/3/2004 
6/22/2004 
8/8/2004 
Denton Hatch 
Denton Hatch 
Denton Hatch 
Denton Hatch 
John Buckley 
John Buckley 
Subtotal 
RECORDING AND NOTICE OF SALE FEES 
5/19/2004 
6/14/2004 
7/8/2004 
6/14)2004 
Utah County Recorder 
Utah Process Inc. 
County Recorder 
Daily Herald 
Subtotal 
APPRAISAL FOR FORECLOSURE 
8/12/2004 
8/25/2004 
Free and Associated 
Free and Associated 
Subtotal 
$1,500.00 
$1,500.00 
$1,500.00 
$2,486.00 
$352.00 
$16.00 
$7,354.00 
$14.00 
$19.50 
$18.00 
$487.00 
$538.50 
$800.00 
$1,400.00 
$2,200.00 
TEMPORARY MANAGEMENT FOR PROPERTY TRANSITION 
6/26/2004 
8/23/2004 
2004-2006 
Jeff Alien 
National Business Administration 
Money from personal account 
| Subtotal 
1 - - - -
GRAND TOTAL No. 1 
I 
i $463.90 
$1,000.00 
$14,852.64 
j " " $16,316.54 
$26,409.04 
Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 
[ Attorney 
n Attorney 
Recording Substitution 
Constable** Office 
County Recorder Trust Deed 
Notice of trustee sate 
Down payment on appraisal 
i Payment in full on appraisal 
i Legal assistant 
Management fees property 
Servicing debt on property 
Expenses Selling Property 
EXISTING DEBT ON PROPERTY 
Security Deposits, rents, etc. [" 
City Assessments and liens 2001 -2005 
Delinquent taxes 
COSTS OF! 
Real Estate ( 
Subtotal 
JELLING PROPERTY 
Commission 6% 
Legal fees for parking issues 
Closing Costa 
. ... 
(M Robinson) 
Subtotal 
GRAND TOTAL No. 2 
l 
$9,119.94 
$4,246.82 
$28,731.39 
$42,098.15 
$37,500.00" 
$2,100.00 
$2,654.00 
$42,254.00 
$84,352.15 | 
See Settlement Statement 
See Settlement Statement 
See Settlement Statement 
See Settlement Statement 
Sea Settlement Statement 
See Settlement Statement 
Final Costs Breakdown 
Check# 
I #S153 1 
#5185 1 
#5271 
#3512 
#5227 
|__ #3503 
#5195 J 
j #5223 "1 
#5260 
#5222 
#5292 
#5312 
#5237 
#3507 
see documents 
Back panel of 363 property soM 12/2004 for 130K aH of proceeds invent to Bank ofAF. to pay down mortgage I 
Front 2 parcels of 363 property1 selling price 
Mortgage Payoff to Bank of American Fork 
Expenses selling property 
| 
Subtotal 
Subtotal 
Expenses acquiring and maintain Property 
TOTAL P R O C E E D S 
NOTE AMOUNT DUE TO PAM 
NOTE AMOUNT RECOUPED BY PAM 
DEFICIENCY O N N O T E I 
$625,000.00 
$422r217.93 
$202,782.07 
$84,352.15 
$118,429.92 
$26,409.04 
$92,020.83~ 
$404,289.70 
$92,020.88 
$312,268.82 
See Settlement Statement 
See Settlement Statement 
See GRAND TOTAL No.2 
See Settlement Statement 
See GRAND TOTAL NO.1 
See Note Spreadsheet 
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| Amortntlon Table for $39000000 borrowed on Jun 15,1999 | 
PrindpilP«kl(S) 
I lntsfsttPa)d($)l 
1 Baling (S)J 
1 Month 
Yeir 
1 Principal Pild ($) 
| lrfttrcttPatd($) 
| TotaJ Interest ($)l 
( interest Paid (S)l 
| Total Interest ($) 
1 Balance (S) 
1 Month 
1 Year 
1 Payment (S) 
| Principal Paid ($) 
| Interest Paid ($) 
1 Total Interest ($) 
j Balance ($) 
1 Month 
1 Year 
1 Piymtnt(5) 
| Principal Paid (S) 
| Interest Paid (Sj 
(Tota l Interest ($) 
| Balance (S) 
1 Montfi 
1 Year 
1 Payment ($) 
[ Principal Paid {$) 
j Interest Pjld(£) 
[ jots! Interest ($) 
| Binnce (S) 
1 Month 
| Voar 
I Paymsnt(S) 
1 Principal Paid (5) 
| Interest Paid (£) 
7 1 
1999 I 
302367 | 
74667 j 
38925133 
7 I 
2000 I 
302367 | 
802 79
 ; 
222088 I 
2922696 
379919 31 
7 < 
302367 
2162.85 
55504.31 j 
369912.67 
i 7 
2002 
302367 
| 92305 
210062 
61Q58 2B 
3591B2 65 
7 
2003 
| 302367 
9897B 
[ 2033 B9 
j105636 56 
[347676 95 
I 7 
I 2004 
[_302367 
I 106133 
1962.34 
[ 1297B3 \3 
{335339 51 
1 7 
[ 2005 
| 302367 
[ 113605 
| 1885 Si 
1 
6 j 
1999 j 
302367 | 
75303 
2270.63 | 
4545.63 ] 
368498.301 
6 1 
2000 1 
3023 67 | 
807 47 
2216.20 ] 
3144316 | 
37911184 
6 1 
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PROOF Of PUBLICATION 
from 
The Daily Herald 
STATE OP UTAH\cj2^ 
Utah County ) 
I, Gayleen Wilson , being first duly sworn 
depose and say that I am the Legal Billing 
Clerk of the Daily Herald, a newspaper 
of general circulation, published seven 
times each week at Provo, Utah, County of 
Utah; that the notice attached hereto, 
#116896--N0TICE OF TRUSTEE'S S , and which 
is a copy, was published in said newspaper 
the first publication having been made on 
the 26th day of July, 2004, and the 
last on the 9th day of August, 2004; 
that said notice was published in the 
regular and entire issue of every number 
of the paper during the period and times 
of publication, and the same was 
published in the newspaper proper 
and not in the supplement. 
Subscribed and sworn before me 
this 9th day of August, 2004. 
Notary Public 
Res idence: Or em 
My commission expires February, 2007 
r 
L 
DENI8E K. WHITE 
MWPWMmtMM 
187 NORTH 85 EAST 
OREM, UTAH 84057 
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. rom: Free and Associates 
1100 East 6600 South, Suite 201 
Salt Lake City UT 84121 
To: Pamela Gibby 
68 East 1250 North 
AM FORK UT 84003 
Attention 
Products 
Complete Summary 
Tax ID 
Invoice 
Date 
Payment 
Date Invoiced 
Client Case 
Client Case 
Client Loan 
87-0351108 
04080266 
8/25/2004 
Upon Receipt 
8/25/2004 
Billed 
$2,200.00 
$000 
$0.00 
$000 
$0.00 
Borrower: Commercial Office Buildings 
363 N. University Avenue 
Provo UT 
Total Amount Billed: 
Check# 
$2,200.00 
Amount m-^L 
Invoice Balance $-2,200.00-
Invoice 
File No.: 
04080266 
599-04-C 
Remittance Copy 
From: Pamela Gibby 
68 East 1250 North 
AM FORK UT B4003 
Borrower: Commercial Office Buildings 
363 N. University Avenue 
Provo UT 
To: Free and Associates 
1100 East 6600 South, Suite 201 
Salt Lake City UT 84121 
Total Amount $2,200.00 Amount Remitted (if 
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04/04/08 00:39 FAX 
V
*' U4/iU/Z00e J10N U:43 FAX 8012237480 
©004/005 
SunCorp Corporate Credit Union 
Mission Point Propeittafi, LLC 
68 E1250N 
AmcfeaA For*. UT «O03 
UTAHCOMMUWTVFCU 
AMERICAN FORK I T MW3 
97.77210243 
3507 
M1/2Q04 
ORDER ™ g NflUotlfliBustRMf AduuflJstalian, Inc. 
One Thousand and 007100* 
Notional fiwincia Admuiisifaunu toe 
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scrual Basis 
Type 
PFG Loan 
Deposit 
Deposit 
General Journal 
Deposit 
Deposit 
Deposit 
Deposit 
Deposit 
General Journal 
General Journal 
General Journal 
Deposit 
General Journal 
General Journal 
GeneraUoumal 
General Journal 
General Journal 
Total PFG Loan 
TOTAL 
Date 
6/23/2004 
7/6/2004 
7/13/2004 
7/21/2004 
8/19/2004 
8/23/2004 
9/3/2004 
9/29/2004 
8/28/2005 
7/8/2005 
7/13/2005 
2/6/2006 
3/14/2006 
3/28/2006 
4/16/2006 
4/16/2006 
4/16/2006 
Mission Point Pi roperties, L.L.C. 
Account QuickReport 
All Transactions 
Name 
MPP Checking 
MPP Checking 
Pamela F. Glbby 
MPP Checking 
MPP Checking 
MPP Checking 
MPP Checking 
MPP Checking 
Pamela F. Glbby 
Pamela F. Gibby 
Pamela F. Gibby 
MPP Checking 
MPP Checking 
Pamela F. Gibby 
MPP Checking 
REMS INC 
Gary Winterton 
Memo 
Owners contribution 
Owners contribution 
Owners draw 
Owners contribution 
Owner contribution 
Owners contribution 
Owners contribution 
Owners contribution 
Owners draw 
Owners draw 
Owners draw 
Owners contribution 
Owners contribution 
Owners draw 
Owners contribution 
Owners Contribution 
Owners contribution 
Amount 
45.00 
500.00 
•352.00 
500.00 
2,000.00 
850.00 
2,500.00 
1,500.00 
-1,000.00 
-2,000.00 
-500,00 
7,354.39 
6,000.00 
•5,000.00 
704.10 
1,166.15 
585.00 
14,652.64 
14,852.64 
Balance 
45.00 
545.00 
193.00 
693.00 
2,693.00 
3,543.00 
6,043.00 
7,543.00 
6,543,00 
4,543,00 
4,043.00 
11,397,39 
17,397.39 
12,397.39 
13,101.49 
14,267.64 
14,852.64 
14,852,64 
14,852.64 
o 
•fch 
o 
o 
OO 
o 
o 
> 
N 
G 
o 
04/04/08 00:39 FAX 
r Community CnxiitUnion 
1tfW.RNERF*RK0fHVi 
PROVO. UTAH M t t i 
LOCAL fewiaa TOLL FREE <mo*i5&*i68 
IINnnSflNET; mw.ucru.aNn 
MISSION POINT PROPERTIES LI C 
66 E 1250 N 
AMERICAN FORK UT 94003 
"* '
v
-:'.,;,: :v T • A c m w - N W S g B 1 
1157204 
23JUN04*" 
„ & & - • : 
30JUN04 
FROM 4 t*SOLlOt*C 
$UTI=fclGNTPeROD 
*** HAPPY 4TH OF JULY *** 
VISA REWARDS '•CASH1' REBATE 
EARN UP TO 1% OF ALL YOUR 
CREDIT" TRANSACTIONS. APPLY bl 
PHONE AT B01-223-1600 
•:l: i I- i- i I: * M 
HOME EQUITY LINE OP CREDIT 
AS LOW AS 4.0% FIXED APR 
: : :APPLY BY PHONE AT 801-223-7 600 
UNIVERSAL Your balance at the beginning of the period..-...., 
SAVINGS 23JUN Initial deposit (Fee 5»00) 
Suffix 0 MEMBERSHIP FEE 1 0 $5,00 
23JUN Withdrawal Overdraft transfer to S- 9 
..S 
45,00 
-40.00 • = 
Your new balance on 30JUN04 
Dividends Paid To You In 2004 On Suffix 0 0 00 
0,00 
45 .00 
5 0 0 
5.00 
CHECKING No. 1157204. Balance at the beginning of the period $ 
23JUN Checking withdrawal BUS ACCOUNT FEE -40.00 = 
Suffix 9 23JUN Deposit-OD Transfer 40- 00 = 
2BJUN Deposit 107C.00 = 
30JUN Checking withdrawal -0.30 = 
30JUN Business Per Item Check Deposit I: • s- ! 
0. 
-40. 
0. 
1076.00 
1075-70 
,00 
,,00 
.00 
2 Withdrawals = 4 0 . 3 0 2 Deposits = 1116.00 0 Checks Cleared 
Your new balance on 30JVN04. $ 
Balances for the period: 
Statement period average: 
Lows -40.00 
403.46 
Hii.jh 
Dividends Paid To You In 2004 On Suffix 9 
nil I to o n 
(1,00 
Effective January 1, 2003 interest on checkinq will only 
be available through UCCU's new Premier Checking 
package. Interest on Free Checking will nor. be 
available effective January 1, 2003. 
1075.70 
Your 
Financial 
suitffnary 
YTO Tax 
Summary 
Your total Checking balances................. , „,. , „ ,3 1, 075.70 
Your total Savings balances.. . ., , , • , . , S 5 00 
YEAR-TO-DATE INFORMATION FOR T M PURPOSES: 
Total non-IRA dividends earned 
(May be reported to IRS as interest for thin ca Lendar yea 
This is an archived copy of the original statement. All transactions are as they appeared on the original 
statement. 
04 f04 '08 00:39 F IX II10 
^ ^ Credit UriR i^ 
UtWJlMSIPAltJCDHMI 
PACM(MJTAHt4tM 
LOCAL, m a i t t TOLL FREE. (800yi53.8188 
INTERNET, iwwtwau.cwn 
m s s i m n i m PROPERTIES 
6B E 1250 N 
AMERICAN FORK UT 84003 
1157204 
0UULO4 
1 ' 
31JUL04 
TOO" * |NCUP»*3 
STATEMENT PEW OO 
Announcing SWIPE TO WIN! s 
^ery week one Check (Debit) Card 
purchase will bfc randomly selected 
and paid by UCCU. up to 31,000 a 
week! So the more you SWIPE your 
check Card the better your 
chances TO WIN. 
For dejtai ls v i s i t www.uccu.com/swipe 
•'• • • - •—
:
-~l;fM"tf©cr: Time Of t e x •—" -'• 
UNIVERSAL ! Your balance at the beginning of the period .$ 5.00 
SAVIHGS 
Suffix 0 Your new balance on 31JU104 * ., S 5., 00 
. Dividends Paid To You In 2004 On Suffix 0 5 t » 00 
CHECKING ! No. 1157204. Balance at the beginning of the period 
05JUL Deposit .
 m _ _ Suffix 9 Other Some Banking Trace # 2 1 1 3 0 0 3 0 1 8 ^ , 
Transfer "DTD" 500.00 from account 11033 94 st ire 
12JUL Deposit 
12JUL Checking withdrawal-93 
13JUL Checking withdrawal „ ^ „ 
Other Home Banking Trace #2912232374 
i Transfer "DTD" 352-00 to account 110313 
16JUL Checking withdrawal-95 
; 16JUL Checking withdrawal-94 
21JUL Deposit 
Other Home Banking Trace #3714274334 
Transfer "DTD" 500.00 from account 1103 
' 21JUL Deposit 
30JUL Checking withdrawal 
30JUL Business Per Item Check Deposil : Fee 
500.00 * 
82*7.00 
-1076.00 
-352,00 
-125.00 
-258.24 
"0 ^0 
"80.41 
-0.45 
1075.70 
1575.70 
2402.70 
1326-70 
914.. 70 
849.70 
591.46 
•0^ 5^ 
1371.87 
1371.42 
Drafts 1 ITEM- - -—AMOUNT- — -ITEM-- -—AMOUNT- ITEM: • — -AMOUNT 
I 93 107 6.00 94 256.24 95 125.00 
{* next to number indicates skipped numbers) 
5 Withdrawals = 1011.69 4 Deposits ~ 2107.41 
Your new balance on 31JUL04.. • - * 
3 Cheeks Cleared 
. .............$ 
Balances for the period: 
Statement period average: 
Liiio'i r : 591-46 
1213.89 
High: 2402,70 
Dividends Paid To lot 1 In 2004 On Suffix 9 >0 
Effective January 1/ 2003 interest on checking will 
be available through UCCU's new Premier Checking 
package. Interest on Free Checking wi 11 not be 
available effective January 1, 2003. 
1371.42 
Your 
Financial 
summary 
YTD Tax 
Summary 
Your total Checking balances. 
Y01 lr tot a J Savings balances-. 
YEAR-TO-DATE INFORMATION FOR TAX PURPOSES: 
Total non-IRA dividends earned {May b© reported to IRS as interest for this calendar yeaft 
"l737lT42 
5 00 
0.00 
Tbls fe an archived copy of the origiral statement. All transactbns are as they appeared on the original 
steteffiert 
04/04/08 00:39 FAX H n 
C Community GutlitUiiidii 
1«f WL *MEA 'ARM ORJVi 
P fK>* l lJTAHM6M 
I.ACAL 22S4I88 TOUFTCE f8flD>95«lM 
fr*TO*Er. «*IK wQCU mm 
MISSION POINT PROPERTIE 
68 E 1250 N 
AMERICAN FORK UT 64003 
^gax*RmWc&... -Jtm^ 
1157204 
01AUG04 I31AUG04 
PROM A " W i J O ^ 
'jfTATOwlBfi" PERIOD 
introducing: Swipe To Win 
•very week until 2005 one UCCU Check 
Card purchase will be randomly 
selected and paid by UCCU. 
Up to. $1,000 per week! 
The more you use your UCCU Check,card 
the better yoor chances of winning. 
So* don't wri te(; swipe and win! 
UNIVERSAL Your balance at the beginning of the period , •;» 
SAVINGS 
Suffix 0 Your new balance on 31AUG04
 : ;, • - - -> Dividends Paid To You In 2004 On Suffix 0 $ <f IHi 
CHECKING No. 1157204, Balance at the beginning of the period S 
09AUG Deposit 530.00 = 
Suffix 9 19AUG Deposit 2000-00 = 
Other Home Banking Trace #6612293:125 
Transfer "DTD" 2f000.00 from account 1103194 share 9 23AUG Checking withdrawal-3503 -16.00 •-
24AUG Deposit 850-00 
Other Home Banking Trace #71005 63496 
Transfer WDTDW B50.00 from account 1103.3 94 , ;hare 9 
25AUG Checking withdrawal-3505 -2500.00 -
30AUG Checking withdrawal-3504 -134.00 = 
30AUG Checking withdrawaJ -3507 -1000-00 -
30AUG Deposit 790.00 -
30AUG Deposit 536.00 -
31AUG Checking withdrawal -0 ^ 
31AUG Business Per Item Check Deposit. Fee 
1371.42 
1909-42 
3909.42 
22C3.42 
2109.42 
1109.42 
1899.42 
2437.42 
1 ir,,Hi "i ITEM——AMOUNT ITEM——AMOUNT-— 3503 16.00 3505 2500.00 35J>* 
3504 134.00 
(* next to number indicates skipped nuiribers: 
5 Withdrawals = 3650.30 5 Deposits = 4716-00 
Your new balance on 31AUG04 . . -. 
Balances for the period; 
Statement period average: Low: 
1109.42 
2271.99 High: 
Dividends Paid To You In 2004 On Suffi* 9 
00 00 
.-ireci 
4743.42 
c 00 
2437.12 
Your Your total Checking balances . $ 2f437.12 
Financial Your total Savings balances . S 5-00 
Summary 
YTD Tax YEAR-TO-DATE INFORMATION FOR TAX PURPOSES: 
Suircivary T o t a l non-IRA d i v i d e n d s e a r n e d (May be r e p o r t e d t o IRS as i n t e r e s t for t h i s c a l e n d a r y e a r ) . . S 
This is an archived copy of the original statement. All transactions are as they appeared on the original 
statement. 
04 04 08 00:39 FA X @I2 
r CohYmunity Gvtiit Union 
1 «1 W. RIVER PARK O f M 
PROVGLUTAHS46M 
LOCAL 22S8188 TDLLTOBE (800)453-6188 
rzr. „ AaMUNT.NUWaER ' 
1157204 
01SEP04 I303EP04 
PROM * «KLL0iX> 
STATO*ENTP03lOO 
MISSION POINT PROPERTY 
69 E 1250 N 
AMERICAN FORK UT 64003 
UNIVERSAL 
SAVINGS 
Suffix 0 
Your balance at the beginning of the period 
Your new balance on 30SEP04 
Dividends Paid To You In 2004 On Suffix 0 
5 0G 
S 00 
CHECKING No. 1157204. Balance at the beginning of the period $ 
015EP Deposit 3107.50 
Suffix 9 03SEP Checking withdrawal-3511 -37. 
Q3SEP Deposit 2500. 
other Home Banking Trace #8118211973 
Transfer "DTD" 2,500.00 from account 1103194 share 9 
0BSEP Checking withdrawal-3508 -3849.54 
105CP Checking withdrawal-3509 -449.50 
13SEP Checking withdrawal-3512 -2486-
1GSEP Checking withdrawal-3b10 -3. 
16SEP Checking withdrawal-3514 -250.00 
21SEP Deposit 2000.00 
24SEP Checking withdrawal-3515 -77.75 
29SEP Checking withdrawal-3516 -1612.40 
30SEP Checking withdrawal -0.30 
30SEP Business Per Item Check Deposit Fee 
.50 
.00 
.60 
,72 
2437.12 
6144.62 
6107.12 
8607.12 
4757.59 
4308.09 
1921.46 
1817,76 
1567.76 
3567.76 
3490.01 
1877.61 
1877 3] 
I T E M - - — A M O U N T — — I T E M — " A M O U N T — - — I T E M — — A M O U N T 
3508 3849.54 3511 37.50 3515 77.75 
3509 449.50 3512 2486-60 3516 1612.40 
3510 3.72 3514- 250.00 
(* next to nuiribGr indicates skipped nurrtoers) 
9 Withdrawals = 8 7 67.31 3 Deposits - 8207,60 8 Checks Cleared 
Your new balance on 30SEP04 •$ 1817.31 
Balances for the period: 
Statement period average: 
1 ,ow: 15 67/16 
4099,19 
Dividends Paid To You In 2004 On Suffix 9 
High: 8607.12 
0,00 
Your Your total checking balances , ,. . s l ,877.31 
Financial Your total Savings balances..., 5 5 ,0C 
Summary 
YTD Tax YEAR-TO-DATE INFORMATION FOR TAX PURPOSES; 
Suittmar total non-IRA dividends earned 
(May ba reported to IRS as interest for this calendar year) s 
This is an archived copy of the original statement. All transactions are as they appeared on the original 
statement. 
0 4 / 0 4 / 0 8 00:39 FAX 013 
jf^CohYmunity 
wCtttlit Union 
11IS W. UNER PARK DRfWB 
PIRGMQ.UTAH64*** 
LOCAL »S*l8fi TGLlFRffi | « 0 d ^ 5 « 1 t t 
INTERNET «»W.UKUCO«>I 
1157204 
FM3£ 
E -S¥MT 
01APR05 '30APR05 
5TATB^ENTPe«00 
M I S S I 0 N p o I N T p R O p E R T. 
68 E 1250 N 
AMERICAN FORK UT G40fi 
UNIVERSAL 
SAVINGS 
Suffix 0 
Your balance at the beginning of the per-»™* 
Your new balance on 30APR05 
Dividends Paid To You In 2005 On Suffix 
DEAR MEMBER; To promote the safety and soundness of the 
credit union, and the accuracy and security of,your 
account, each year we hire a CPA firm (as required by 
law) to audit our financial statements. This year 
Deloitte & Touche LLP will perform this audit. A? part 
of this audit we ask you to compare the balances on this 
statement with your records as of the statement date. 
It correct, no reply is necessary. If any balances are 
incorrect please contact Roger Bunker, C/0 Deloitte & 
Touche LLP. 50 South Main, Suite 1900, SLC, UT 8414 4, 
(801)366-6046 or 'rbunker6deloitte.com. Thank you 
5,00 
5 00 
CHECKING 
Suttix 9 
No. 1157204. Balance at the beginning of the period*. s 
04APR* Checking withdrawal -29-15 -
E STATE HARTS 00309BB0 AMERICAN fORKUT Ti'ace #53854 
05APR Deposit 538.00 = 
05APR Checking withdrawal -128.00 = 
641 SOUTH 500 EAST AMERICAN FORKUTUS Trace #1690 
06APR Checking withdrawal -1000.00 
Other Home Banking Trace #9609230291 
Transfer "DTD11 1.000.00 to account 1103194 share 9 
06APR Checking withdrawal-3530 -193-68 « 
06APR Checking withdrawal-3531 -595.45 = 
2SG8-2B 
2539.12 
3077.12 
294 9.12 
1 94 9 1 2 
1755-44 
U 5 9 . 5 S 
Drafts ITEM -AMOUNT——ITEM——AMOUNT ITEM— 
3530 193.68 3531 595.45 
(* next to number indicates skipped numbers) 
-AMOUNT 
5 Withdrawals - 1946.29 1 Deposits 
Your new balance on 30APR05 
Balances for the period: 
Statement period average: 
538.00 2 CHECKS Cleared 
Lov 1159.99 
140G.43 
Dividends Paid To You In 2005 An -iuffi* 9 
High: 3077 
$ 0 
Your 
Financial 
Summary 
YTD Tax 
Summary 
Your tonal Checking balances ..S 
Your total Savings balances. 5 
YEAR-TO-DATE INFORMATION FOR TAX PURPOSES: 
Total non-IRA dividends earned 
(May be reported to IRS as interest for this calendar year) S 
1,159.99 
5.0C 
0.00 
This is an archived copy of the original statement. Ail transactions are as they appeared on the original 
statement. 
04. '04 ' 08 00 :39 FAX @14 
r Community Crudit Lbik.ni 
188 VK. RJVGR #» ARK OfttA 
PROVQL UTAH M 6 M 
L O O L m 8 t 8 8 TOLIPR07 (flM)d5S*188 
MISSION POINT PROPERTY LLC 
66 E 1250 N 
AMERICAN FORK UT 84003 
3157204 
.p«3£.-
5. ...E-S'-iWF-
01JUL0S J31JUL05 
FTtQM ft (NCLLOIVC 
j CONSOLIDATE YOUR DEBTS... 
:
 OPEN A FLEX-PAY HOME EQUITY LINE OF 
I CREDTT TODAY. INTEREST-ONLY PAYMENTS 
AVAILABLE. CALL FOR MORE INFO 
' 223-7 650. 
«iiii! mi if * '# *• * - * 
! FREE FINANCIAL ADVICE CALL 
1 -BBB-456-2227 . COURTESY OF ril 
UNIVERSAL 
SAVINGS 
5uf£ix 0 
Your balance ax the beginning of the per; 
Your new balance on 31JUL05 
Dividends Paid To You In 2005 On Suffix C 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
CHECKING No. 1157204. Balance at the beginning of the period 5 
07JUL Deposit 2000.00 = 
Suffix 9 08JUL Checking withdrawal -2000.00 = 
Other Home Banking Trace #8912472846 
Transfer "DTD" 2,000.00 to account 1103194 share 9 
15JUL Deposit '-38-89 := 
15JUL Checking withdrawal
 m _ ^ v-.QO 
Other Home Banking Trace #9614220802 
Transfer , , D T D H 500.00 to account 1103194 
19JUL Checking withdrawal-3537 -151.93 = 
19JUL* Checking withdrawal -14.22 = 
GREAT HARVEST OREM UT Trace fltiOj;-1 
1211.32 
3211.32 
1211.32 
1 749 32 
1 2 19 32 
1097.49 
10B3.27 
Drafts ITEM AMOUNT ITEM. • —AMOIJN'I — --ITEM AMOUNT 
3537 151.93 
f* next to number indicates skipped numbers) 
4 Withdrawals = 2666.05 2 Deposits - 2538.00 1 Checks Cleared 
Your new balance on 31JUL05 . . • ........ - .5 
Balances for the period: 
Statement period average; 
Low: 1083.27 
1227.04 
High: 3211.32 
Dividends Paid To Yon In 2005 On Suffix 9 
1083 2.7 
Your Your total Checking balances 5 1, 083.27 
Financial Your total Savings balances $ 5.00 
Summary 
YTD Tax YEAR-TO-DATE INFORMATION FOR TAX PURPOSES: 
Summary Total non-IRA dividends earned 
(May be reported to IRS as interest for this c - Q ^ Q Q 
This is an archived copy of the original statement. All transactions are as they appeared on the original 
statement, 
04/04/08 00:39 FAX lis 
r Community Cmtlit Union 
18$ MLRJUUt PARK P M M i 
PROMO, UTAH M « § 4 
LOCAL 22S«l88 TOLLCRffi (800)«»S188 
JAflERrCT. *nw.u 0Cu.COm 
M I S S I 0 N poINT pRQpEpTy 
68 E 1250 N 
AMERICAN FORK UT G40G3 
AOQaUNf NUMBER _" ..?*££ 
1151204 
..5. . Er-SWih 
FRQM & INZLLDM3 
STA7B«IENTPfcHIOO 
JCCU IS EXCITED to ANNOUNCE NEW YOUTH 
ACCOUNTS STARTING MARCH 16TH. 
i WE WILL BE PROVIDING AN ARRAY OF NEW 
YOUTH PRODUCTS, THAT WILL HELP TEACH 
YOUR CHILDREN HOW TO BE MONEY SMART. 
I FOR MORE DETAILS GO TO 
I BEMONEYSMART.ORG ON MARCH 1 fii'TH OR 
STOP BY ANY UCCU BRANCH, 
U N I V E R S A L Your balance at the beginning of the period ........... 5 5 0U 
SAVINGS
 f A( Suffix 0 Your new balance on 2BFEB06 S 01 1 
Dividends Paid To You In 2006 On Suffix 0 
CHECKING 
Suffix 9 
No, 1157204, .Balance ac the beginning of the period 5 
06FEB Deposit 
Other Home Banking Trace #214255684 
Transfer USTDM 7,354.39 from account 
15FEB Checking withdrawal-3542 
7354,39 
209.32 
7563.71 
Drafts ITEM AMOUNT-* - - - I T E M — — A M O U N T — • • . : M- -
3542 7354.39 {* next to number indicates skipped number^! 
1 Withdrawals = 7354,39 1 Deposits 
Your new balance on 28FEB06 
7354.39 
Balances for the period: 
Statement period average: 
Dividends Paid To You In 2006 On Suffix 9 
Lows 209.32 
2573.23 
-MOUNT 
seated $ 
n.3 71 
00 
209.32 
Your Your total Checking balances 5 209.32 
Financial Your total Savings balances ....-......-...$ 5 .00 
Summary 
YTD Tax YEAR-TO-DATE INFORMATION FOR TAX PURPOSES: 
Summary Total non-IRA dividends earned 
(Maybe reported to IRS as interest for this caJ ei: idar \ ear) S " 
This is an archived copy of the original statement All transactions are as tftey appeared on the original 
statement. 
0 4 / 0 4 / 0 8 00:39 FAX 1116 
Community 
Catlit Union 
u t i 
WWWUTAN 
LOCAL » 4 8 ' " 168 TOLLFRS.|B0ty15S6l8a if/TERNET. «*muau.CQf» 
MISSION POINT PROPERTY LLC 
66 E 1250 N 
AMERICAN FORK UT 94003 
MW£M< w? 
1X57204 
iOlMAROS 
.EWE: -
3UMAR06 
.&...R-6TOT 
PROM * IMQLLONC 
UTAH COMMUNITY CREDIT UNION IS 
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF SERVICE. 
UCCU, YOUR SAVING RATE LEADER! 
LEARN ABOUT UCCU'S MONEYSMART YOUTH 
PROGRAM AT WWW. BEMONEYSMART. ORG 
UNIVERSAL :l Your balance at the beginning of the peril i< I. b.oo 
SAVINGS
 r ^ Suffix 0 Your new balance on 31MAR06.,.,.......... ......... 5,00 
Dividends Paid To You In 2006 On, Suffi X 0 5 l 
CHECKING NoT011572iD4T~Balance"at the beginning of the period S 209.32 
, 14MAR Deposit 6000.00 = 6209.32 
Suffix 9 i Other Home Banking Trace #3921093146 
Transfer MDTDH €,000.00 from account 1103194 share 9 
25MAR* Checking withdrawal -229.01 = 5979.51 
949 W GRASSLAND DR AMERICAN FOR UTUS Trace #221315 27MAR* Chocking withdrawal -69.80 = 5BB9.71 
PAYPAL *VTDED PRO 402-935-7733 CA Trace #98826 
27MAR* Checking withdrawal -89.BO = 5799.91 
PAYPAL 402-935-7733 CA Trace #84630 
27MAR* Deposit f- -" 568 9,,?! 
PAYPAL 402-935-7733 CA Trace #00000 
2BMAR Checking withdrawal -5000.C 1389. I 
Other Home Banking Trace #5212491138 
Transfer "DTD" 5,000.00 to account 1103194 share 9 
29MAR Deposit 118429.92 - 119319.63 
. 30MAR* Checking withdrawal -B2.21 * 119237,42 
GET ORGANISED 800-B039400 PA Trace #85553 
; 5 Withdrawals » 5491.62 3 Deposits - 124519.72 0 Checks Cleared 
: Your new balance on 31MAR06 , ,„,,,$ 11 9/1J / -12 
j Balances for the period: Low: 209.32 High: ] 3 9319,63 
j Statement period average: 14437,33 
; Dividends Paid To You In 2006 On Si iffi x 9 $ CI 0 0 
Your • Your total Checking balances §119,237 , 42 
Financial i Your total Savings balances,. . * «... ..,....,,,..,,$ 5*00 
Summary 
YTD Tax . YEAR-TO-DATE INFORMATION FOR TAX PURPOSES: 
Summary • Total non-IRA dividends earned (May be reported to IRS as interest for this calendar year) . 10 
This is an archived copy of the original statemt i Il: O) Ill transadioris are as "they appeared on the orig'inai 
statement 
04/04/08 00:39 FAX 
^^^0fjjU(^M 0 i , , in9 Address 
D f D w ^ MISSION POINT PROPERTIES, LLC 
• ^ * PAM GIBBY 
m
 —** 68 E 1250 N 
(501)952-6000 • (BBB) 34-PROVOAMERICAN FORK 0 
l-ino.Voravo org • 251 W BOO N. 
Commercial Service Address 
363 N UNIVERSITY AVE 
PROVO, LIT B4601-2853 
Account Number 
441320-31271 
i !7 
Page 1 of 3 
ftiitisig Oaii: 
29-M4H-20O6 
Paymoni Qua By: 
13-APR-2006 
Account 
Number 
Previous 
Balance 
Payments 
Made 
Unpaid 
Balance 
Current 
Charges 
Amount 
Due Date Due 
44X320-31271 S78B.40 5799.40 $0.00 $-1,795.90 $-1,795.90 13-APR-2006 
Charge 
Summary 
Miscellaneous Charges 
Electric Meter U E5807 
Water Meter #W28749B 
Commercial Sewer 
Commercial Storm Drain 
Unpaid Balance 
$ -2 ,500 .00 
$ 6 1 8 . 8 4 
$ 1 7 . 9 6 
$27.15 
$ 4 0 . 1 5 
$ 0 . 0 0 
Total Charges $ - 1 , 7 9 5 . 9 0 
Other Charges
 sitApplied 
& A d j u s t m e n t s Deposit Applied 
$ - 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 
$ - 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 
Total Miscellaneous Charges $ -2 ,500 .00 
?5oo. °° 
/ 7 9S~ 90 
un 
FINAL BILL 
Account Number 
441320-31271 
Bill for commercial service at 
363 N UNIVERSITY AVE 
PROVO.UT 84601-2853 
Please return this section with your payment. 
Payment Due By: 13-APR-2006 
i y Total Amount Due 4> i , / y t ) ^ U 
Help Contribution: 
Amount paid, if different Questions If you have any quastions about this bill, please call us, Monday through Fnday 
5:30AM to 10:30PM, Saturday 7;00AM - 8:00 PM: 
LOCAL (001) 852-6000 TOLL FREE (88B)-34.PROVO. (888) 347-7686 
or visil us at: 251 West 800 North • Monday through Thursday - 7;00AM ro BOOPM 
MISSION POINT PROPERTIES, LLC 
PAM GIBBY 
68 E 1250 N 
r\MERICAN FORK UT 8 4 0 0 3 - 1 2 0 0 
P r o v e Clt'1;, lit i ] it :i ;s 
POB 658 
Provo U t a h 8 4 6 0 3 - 0 6 5 8 
1111111111 r 11 r i p 11«11«111111 i i 1111111111111 .i< 1111., ii 
•
Check This 
box for 
address correcnon. 
Print correction* on 
II Bverse side 
04/04/08 00:39 FAX 
Cash Flow (Cash) 
363 North University Ave. - (mission) 
December 2005 
Prepared For. 
Mission Point Properties 
68 East 1250 North 
American Forte, UT 84003 
NCOME 
Rent 
OTHER INCOME 
Late Fee 
TOTAL INCOME 
[XPENSES 
OPERATING EXPENSES 
General Building Expense 
Janitorial 
HVAC (Heat, Ventilation, Air) 
Grounds & Snow Removal 
General & Administrative 
Insurance 
Electricity 
Gas 
Water & Sewer 
Trash Disposal 
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 
DEBT SERVICE 
1st Mortgage 
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 
TOTAL EXPENSES 
NET INCOME 
3JUSTMENTS 
Leasing Commissions 
Prepaid Rent 
Owner Contribution 
MALADJUSTMENTS 
^SH FLOW 
I 
Month to Date _ 
7,807.00 
50.00 
Prepared By; 
REMS, Inc. 
46 North University Ave. 
P.O. Box 1741 
Provo.UT 84603 
% Year to Date _ 
99.36 38.272.00 
0.64 50.00 
% 
9987 
0.13 
7,857.00 100.00 
1,545.80 
865.54 
0.00 
0.00 
514.32 
124.87 
763.19 
679.07 
0.00 
0.00 
19.67 
11.02 
0.00 
0.00 
6.55 
1.59 
9.71 
8.64 
0.00 
0.00 
4,492.79 57.18 
5.002.30 63.67 
5,002.30 63.67 
9.495.09 120.85 
-1,638.09 -20.85 
0.00 
765.00 
0.00 
765.00 
38,322.00 10000 
11,025.18 
3,940.13 
654.49 
677.50 
2,816.00 
602.33 
6,395.22 
1.472.88 
97.55 
631.99 
2877 
1028 
1.71 
1.77 
7.35 
1.57 
16.69 
3.84 
0.25 
1.65 
28,31327 73.88 
25.011.50 65.27 
25.011.50 65.27 
53.324.77 139.15 
-15,002.77 -39.15 
-144.00 
960.00 
7.086.92 
7,902.92 
-873.09 
-7.099.85 
ginning Cash 
ding Balance 
-5.826.76 
-6.699.85 
04/04/08 00:39 FAX 0)19 
Utah Community QetBtUnra rage 1 or I 
Front of Check: 
Back of Check: 
https://webpbojccuxoi^^ 4/17/2006 
04/04/08 00:39 FAX @20 
Utah Community Credit Union Personal urancn - My Accounts - LTKCK images rage i or 
Front of Check: 
PAMELA F. C1BBY 
BW-*f2-65*l 
<WL V2S0J 
AMCRI 
5788 
tffAH e O t U U M T T OEOfT tlOON 
•taei.3??a20i:?s05 o n o a m i * s?aa .'ooooo sffsoo*-* 
Back of Check; 
6812642956 04/17/2086 
666 153 
httpsV/webpb.uccuxom/serviet/tpservietTtransactkmtype^sesswnProfi 4/17/2006 
04/04/08 00:39 FAX 12 21 
4 A l t 
;*flk% OLD REPUBLIC 
- XV * TW« Company of Utah 
* * 1 H. TYPE OF LOAN: 
I. | "J FHA 1 H ) FMHA ) . Q CONV.UMNS. 
14- P] VA *• n CONV-|NS- CASH 
QMl Avtra-ral Na. Ull-MAS. t.»ftU,< M0i)AM| 
A. U-S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URDAN DEVELOPMENT 1 
SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
1 2 / 2 9 / 2 0 0 4 1 1 : 1 0 : 1 2 A M 
6. FILE NUMBER: 
04110093 
7, LOW NUMBER: 1 MORTGAGE INSURANCE CASE NO: 1 
| C. NOTE: TVd form u fivaiaM t« giv4 y*N A IttlcAwU of actual KUICIWCHI » I U AfMuull A*kl (A and by Oic tculcmcni agci|i jf < (00 VU. 1 tenia matted "(POQ" were paid oooide U* 1 
D. NAME AMD ADDRESS OP (fORAOWER: 1 
JEAN £ . FITSCERALD 
TITLE WEST EXCHANGE A 3 
QUALIFIED INTERMEDIARY 
C. PROPERTY LOCATION; 
3 5 6 NORTH 1 0 0 WEST 
PROVO,UT 9 4 6 0 1 [ 
E. NAME AND ADDRESS O F SELLER. 
MISSION POINT FfcOPERTIES, LLC 
F. NAME AND ADDRESS OF LENDER: 1 
CASH TRANSACTION 
(1031 EXCHANGE FOR BUYER) 
H, SETTLEMENT ACENT; BOB MACDQNALD 
Old Republic Titie-Prova 
PUCE OF SETTLEM ENT; 
445 N. U n i v e r s i t y A v e . , 
Provo, UT 84601 
J. SUMMARY OF BORROWER'STRANSACTION 
] »06. CROSS AMOUNT DUE FROM BORROWER: 
1 101 PctMiui propcriy 
| JOS SetthAiciM CNarfn ID bonpwif (liHc 1400) 
104 
I 199. 
| AjjylOnoUj lor iien» paid by teller to aovaaec 
1 106. C»y'io*n ox«a 
10) CouhlyTaaca 
[ iM k»tclituemj 
1 109 
| H D JOHN BUCKLEY, AfTT' 3 FEES 
[l it ART JU&SCKKE - SURVEY 
1 "3 
120. CROSS AMOUNT DUE 
FROM DORRO Wf.R 
1 130,000*00 
4,0*70.00 
225 .00 
200.00 
134,495,00 
*» AMOUNTS PAID BY OR M DEHAJ.FOF BORROWEA: 
J0| Dcpaaii Moofy 
1 10? Ptinc>|)*liiHouojar*oate1oil<(l) 
| 203 C i»t'me low*) ii^ c» subject to 
:a«. 
30S. EQUITY EXCHANGED 
' ?D6 
| )07 
| aot 
| 209 
[ AdjuuMicotl to* IITNM unpaid by teller 
1 (0 CilyTw** UXCT 
[ i l l . CouHcyTsaii 
1)11 AfLftiMcnD 
hi) 
1,N 
[ JIS 
216 
1 — [an _ 
1 m 
hlO TOTAL PAID BY/FOR 
BORROWER ^ 
i 100 .00 
6 6 , 3 3 6 . 1 7 
1 86 ,438 .17 
1 »» CASH AT SETTLEMENT FROM/TO BORROWER 
1 301 GioM3iM«M*Kr>ft<Dban9var(lnY<t20) 1 2 4 , 4 9 5 . 0 0 
)02 Lc» aoMumt) paid byffo. honker (line 220) ( 9 6 , 4 3 6 , 1 7 ) 
1 m CASH ( f*. FRQM^ f n TO) RORRQWEH 0 B . O S B . 8 3 
1, SETTLEMENT OATE: 1 
1 2 / 2 7 / 2 0 0 4 
P a y o u t D«>te: 
1 2 / 2 B / 2 0 0 4 
K. SUMMARV OP SELLER'S TRANSACTION 
<>» CROSS AMOUNT DUE TO SELLER: 1 
; 401. C w n n talci ppce 
Ju) PfunalpraAefir 
103. 
«0*. 
403. 
1
 Adjuanicaii for ll«n»l piid by ScMel At advance 
«O0 Cliy/lO-a U*a 
407. Cttuuty Ttzct 
40L AiUvtmcuii 
AM. 
410. 
411. 
417, 
420. CROSS AMOUNT DUE 
_ T0 5ELLER 
i a o . o a o . a o 1 
1 3 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 | 
"0 REDUCTIONS IN AMOUNT DUE TO SELLER: | 
301. Exccu Deposit 
Joj SeulcuicMi diaryci ia tclU' (lime l«00) 
JO) E"ttlW iOJIi(i) tabca tubject to 
S04. Piyoff of fim Mortgage Juan CENTRAL RANK 
SOS. Payoff of ieeo«d mortyayc leas 
s* 
SO?. $100.00 O i s b ' d r\S Proceeds 
I0B. JOHN BUCKLEY, ATTY'S FEES 
309. ART JUESCHKE - SURVEY 
A4)uitmouj far ficmt unpaid by t elk# 
itO. Circle-* U*c» 
) 11 CAuiilf T*xc» 
312 . AMCfffTMlHI 
1 () PROVO CITY LIEN 
J14. UTAK COUNTY TREASURER 
s»s. 
516. 
317. 
Sit. 
i l l . 
320. TOTAL REDUCTION AMOUNT 
DUE SELLER 
0 , 7 6 0 , 0 0 
1 1 6 , 2 2 9 . 0 1 
225 .00 
200 .00 
061 .70 
3 , 7 2 4 . 2 9 
1 3 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 
600. CASH AT SETTLEMENT TO/FROM SELLER 1 
AOl. ClOtt tttttuot due to ie»W» (toe 410) 1 3 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 | 
602 LtMiefcrfliAii m amoaiiidilt teller (Ii«c510| ( 1 ^ 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 ) ' 
60S. CASH ( IX! JO ) ( D FROM) SETA EH .00 1 
SccutA i of the Aeal Eiuie 5e>i|cmeni rTocecJmci Aci (RESf A) reqitlici Ihe following 
• HUD muji develop t Spccbl Informaiion Bouklrt to rieip periAni borTourimi money ia 
finiintc the purcttue of reu'darwtal real eiutc to bener underuiAd Ihe rutture AAO £0»U of 
tell etiue seitleAicnt aenrices; • Eich tender must provide rJ*e booklet u ill AppHnnU 
fiom whom ii icccivcj or for wttorfc u prepares t written application to bflrcow money to 
finance ihc purchase of residcnriaJ reaJ esuie: « Lenders must p/ejMrc and distribute wiih 
the Booklet a GftAd Faiib EstirrtAie of the acHkmem eosu rJur the borrower U likely lo 
incur in cdiuicciuaa with the secilerncn|. These disclosure* «nt tmnA™**^ 
Scciiort 4(a) of R£SPA rmodaiei thai HUD develop and prescribe ihiv tlanoird iDrm \o be 
used AI the lime of loan seiileAteni to provide full &>Lt\dkur< of all crta/jci imposed ^poo 
the borrower and seller. Thrae are third parry diielwaurcs ihat a/e dcaigoee io provide the 
borrower tri\b pen*ncnt informaiioo duriAg ihe svnlement proec»» in order to be a bctic* 
Copper. 
The Public Repcnirtjt Burden Tor this collection of information 13 estimated 10 are/age one 
hour per rexpanac. including the time for reviewing lAsuuciions. iearrhi»j ^..^1.— .u.« 
U4/U4/U3 UU:39 FAX 12)22 
» « . M , _ _ - • . 
1 L. SETTLEMENT C H A R C C * 1 
1 700. TOTAL SALES/BROKER'S COMMISSION awed oa price $ 1 3 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 8 6 , 0 0 0 * s $ 7 , 8 0 0 . 0 0 F I L E ; 0 4 1 1 0 0 9 3 | 
Division »f CotnnMnion dim 700) »f foUowi! 
1 70i. $ 7 , BOO. 0 0 - 6 . 0 0 0 % W G * T 8 P R O P E R T I E S 
I Jul 
h o . $ 3 , 9 0 0 , 0 0 • 3 . 0 0 0 4 B U Y E R S C O M M I S S I O N S CENTURY 2 1 A L L P R O S REALTY 
fAlO FROM 
OORROWER'S 
FWDSAT 
4'ETTt^MeKT 
3 , 9 0 0 . 0 0 
TA1P t «OM 
PUNDSAT 1 
SETTLEMENT J 
7 . B 0 0 . 0 0 1 
[BOO. I T E M S P A Y A B L E I N CONNECTION WITH LOAN _, , _ | 
1 «0 | L « * O^^Waa fee 
1 304 Credit Report __ 
1 0 ? L c » d c « JHtpcCOft) fee 
107. Atiumpdou Fee , 
l lM 
1 »<* . 
jiio 
Ian. 
|9oo rrRfSJiEoinfcEn B V LEWDER T O BE PAIO IN ADVANCE ! 
1 901 Jtitwcii 
1 903. Mortgage inturauec pieoMun ft* 
90' 
1 1000 RFSFRVE§r>EPOSrTFD WITH RENDER 
J 1001 Hazard uiii»Q«cf 
1 lOO) Klongayc tauiriMce 
1 1003 G t r P'0j*f1HJ«f l 
1 iG&J. Counljr properly t i * a 
1 1001 AA«u»l UScUflfcAlft 
( loan 
1 )W» 
I 1100 TITLE O I A R G E S .! 
1 HOI. SetUeiimiiBrekMliiiree O l d R e p u b l i c T i t l o - P r o v o 
1103 Atiir»a o* UU< i«rcft 
I 1103 Title cuutiHiuan 
i UOJ. Title intuniice balder 
1103. Doc.mcHi DKBinuM Old R e p u b l i c T i t l « " P r o v o 
| life NooryfcciNCQMINC; WIRE O l d R e p u b l i c T i t l ^ - P r o v a 
1 1107 AUotwry', feci to 
(iricli.de* abo«c item nuntben) 
jilOB TWel»iMi«i.ee __ O l d R e p u b l i c T i C l e - F r o v o 
J'Mluflci above iwm auiubcrj) _ 
1 | J09. Leader'* corcnyc 
I11B O»'»wi'teo»mcc$130 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 $ 1 4 0 , 0 0 
l i l t 
1 Ill2 
M>1 
ma. RECONVEYANCE TRACKING FEE Old R e p u b l i c T i t l e - P r o v o 
100.00 
2 5 . 0 0 
10 .00 
wmmmm 
IP o*^S WMml^^SSSt 
1 0 0 . 0 0 
2 5 . 0 0 
^ < ^ ^ ^ 
740.00 
j^v%.fr*?&.>i%* • 
7 S . 0 0 ] 
I IW ,po_VERN*|?NT- »)fiC££P?NG AKDTTUNSfEn CllARCFJS: ] 
1201. ftccortb'oa; feci: O o o d : $ 3 . 5 . 0 0 
1 lJ81 CiiyrTounty bii/SUmpa 
(303 Stile IWiUnifil 
1 1304 RECORD RECIPROCAL AGREEMENT O l d R e p u b l i c T i t l o - P r o v o 
1 5 . 0 0 
2 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 J 
[|300 ApniTfPNALSrm.EMrNTCIlARCESj . 1 
1 1101 Survey 
1302. Pc i l iiopceuam 
! I30J. 
j l 'W T Q T A I , SETTLCMENTCWARCE5 t * ^ 9 » ^ i Q a . 9 V d 9 n J t ^ j f l j . 5 t t f a ) i Q 4 , 0 7 0 . 0 0 6 , 7 5 0 . 0 0 ] 
BORROWER AND SELLER CERTIFICATION 
I nave carefully reviewed uV nuO* I Senlemeot Sui/meat iitd ID the ben of my bwwtedye and belied u li a sue md accurate tutemeiii of ill receipn ind ditburiameiiu nude on my ICCO»UM or »y 
ii tlitS triHlaeiim. J Amber taUfy dial I hmvc received a copy of die HUD. I Sctdcmcot Sulcraeol. Uwe bctebjiQpnitre dtia eletiog tUloocai and apec to adjiul anj ccron o* auukMOu* dial nuy 
\ji>cDvercd- toclu<^^qy TinadauM tax aoiouaa tudaja caprcfiiv act fo«J) kerrio «o d * eeoen/y 
BORROWERS SELLERS 
S«TrL£Mr>rr*CENTCKRtiriCATiOp» • 
Tlte HUO-l &etilemeiMSuier«\eAi whieh I fc*ve picptfecj W I »m« «rul awwait tccowni ofihis |riniact«on. I ha»e caused, or * i l l caujf Ihe funds lo be disbursed in »rcordancr with 
thii iUlcmenL 
ClOding Date); 12/27/2004 
L6^<&4nw£J — Payout Da ta : i2/2a/2ood <lu> 
SciUcmouAyc*. BOB MACDONALD 
0 4 / 0 4 / 0 8 00:39 FAX (2)23 
• ^ • ^ M l X O i ^ w 
* * /o>*# OLD REPUBLIC 
9 Jtv * TltU Company of Utah 
* * 
A. MM. DEPARTMENT OF nOVSfNC AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
3 / 2 6 / 2 0 0 6 ft: 42:56 EM 
B . T V P B O r L O A f . _ 6. FILE NUMBER; \ ". LOAN NUMBER: ». MORTOAQg T N S V R A N C E C A S E r*<y_ 
VA 
E CONV. VNINK. 060X0035 
i.limvirarttf'O'OCrw 
D. NAME A i m ADDRESS O f BORROWER; 
SUBURBAN LAND CORPORAHON 
UTAH 1 0 3 1 8XCBA19Q8 S E R V I C E , 
L i C , A S O ^ a i l T S O XNTBHMKDJJWT 
t_ NAME AND ADDRESS OF 
Mission POIMT PROPBlTXES, I i C 
V. N A M ! AND ADDRESS O f LENDER! 
AMBftXCl. PIRST CREDIT ONI OK 
P.O. BOX 9339 
OGDEH,UT 84409 
C. PROPERTY LOCATION; 
3 6 5 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE 
PROVO,U? 9 4 5 0 1 
BL SETTLEMENT AGENT; L O R E B f 
Old. Republ i c T i t l a - P r o v o 
PLACE Of SETTLEMENT: 
445 * . ut i iv f tra i ty Ave. 
Prove , UP* B4601 
L SETTLEMENT DATE! 
3/24/2006 
Payout- Dat#: 
3/21/2006 
± SUMMARY O r BORROWERS TRANSACTION K. SUMMARY OF SfLLEg-aTRANSACTION 
10ft C B 0 6 8 AMOUNT P U f FROM BORBOWER: 400. RRQSS AMOUNT DUE TO SELLER; 
101 Cos 625.000.00 4DI CtoMitltikitafi 6 2 5 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 
40L PeMtetatflMpOV 
teboffttntr flint \40tt 3 , 6 4 6 . 0 0 
M*»r« 
JUL c » * — » ! * • 
4OT. Couay T M M 
3 /27 /20O6CO 7 /Ol /ZOOt 2 3 3 . 6 7 3 / 2 7 / 2 0 0 * KQ t/o\/Jtuo<> 
|(N. 2 0 O S PEOVD CXTT A A 9 K S J M D V T 0 
HI. HE-ZHBURsF, E A R N E S T MONEY A D V * 2.00000 
i n UNDISBURSED LOAN FUNDS 1 6 2 , 5 5 6 . 6 f t 
120 GROG* AMOUNT DUE 
FROM BORRO»VSR 7 9 4 . l 9 B . 5 l 
GROWC AMOUNT DUE 
TO SELLER 625,23*.67 
300. AMOUNTS PAID BY OR IN BEHALF OF BORROWER: W REDUCTIONS IN AMOUNT DUE TO SELLER: 
301 l»pw*Hg*y 2.000.00 *0I EXTtW Pt»<W 
» t Ptiiie»^ « n ^ cf « v baft) 225.000.00 * * : 5««WMMf »tV»»«rl.» A.itn | l » * t-tOUl 4 0 , 1 5 4 0 0 
303 Uriiim l«Xi) t * w wfejiw * 501 Eb<a< lafct(<) UfaH Afreet to 
4 2 2 . 2 1 7 . 9 3 
301 P^iolTflfittwdingwgctow 
jac 1 0 2 1 EQUITY H M D * 5 6 5 , 6 2 3 . 9 5 <C6 ROBINfiOfI , S E X U S R & ANDERSON . J J C 2 . 1 0 0 . 0 0 
3D1 307. $ 2 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 D i a b ' d A * P * O Q 6 * d a 
SOS 
j». FBOVO CXTT ASSESSMENTS Oi-os 4 . 4 B 6 . 4 9 
AfliMP*auhrHtaMug*Mbyttlig •iflbf • 
SIS. Cfeft 
OauwyTW 1/01/2006 c b m J/2t«/<fOO* 1 , 6 7 4 . 5 6 *l I l'iwut> TJMV 1 / U 1 C 0 0 6 i h * u 3 / 2 6 / 2 0 0 a 1 , S 7 4 . 5 6 
511 
311 DELINQUENT TAXES 0 4 : 1 0 4 : 0 0 0 9 3 . 6 0 0 . 6 1 
514. DELINQUENT S A W S 0 4 : 1 0 1 : 0 0 1 5 23.256 16 
511 TRAJMfTER AXCUBXT? DXFOSXVS 6 . 6 6 6 0 0 
3itL T R A N S F E R f R S r A I P S U I T 900.00 
«r WAR WENT 3/27/1006 lh<u 3/31/:006 1,351.94 
TOTAL FAID BY/FOR 
BORROWER 7 9 4 , 4 9 0 . 5 1 
TOTAL REDUCTION AMOUNT 
PUESELLER 5 0 6 . 9 0 9 ^5 
*» t .wsW \TSETTlENttNT FROM TO ftPRRQU tR t^ o (AMIATyrTTLE^or^nrToFW»MvmgK_ 
•101 OrmimmUmtrmikTrumm fl*» I W 734.496-SI 6 2 5 , 2 3 9 . 6 7 
101 L t » m u i J » t k ! by/Tor tarmtr (line Z2Q ( 794,4l9,51» « - Lc**inlKI«ki IN tMAMtfcr *dlcT »Uic«!0» 5 0 6 , 8 0 1 7 5 
*'.* r/ASH( M FRO»l ) ( f l TO I BORROWER 0 0 1 COA CASH ( W TO \ ( H FROM f vy» • '» 119.429,92 
BORROWER. AND SELLER CEBTD71CAT1QN 
crminj^l l lnSff<o^lk«lh*«P«t^Mfct<^tf t t i tHUD^lB«kaMKB[Mm*^ 
SUBURBAN LAND CORPORATION HISSZOII POINT PROPERTIES, LLC 
UTAH 1 0 3 1 EXCHANGE SERVICES, 
BORROWERS btLL£MS 
4<*Mirl) 
0 4 / 0 4 / 0 8 00 :39 FAX ©24 
* I * 1 
L. SITTIEMEW C H A R C C S 
*I-I T"T.U- -V\L«f lROKlR'KCOhD0SKlON »*sr<1 00 mlcr $ 8 2 8 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 6 6 - O O O t • * 3 7 , S 0 < ! 
rn«Mii« «r('(iiaiabflao iBi»«*"<«!« 4tHlH««: _ 
*«T 337.500 oo = 6.000% irniB&re PRortRnts < 
1 *i 1 
703 C m i H — " y > •« «Mkwo« -1 
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Ml Penalties and Interest are a condition of the 
2004 
Jan 
-eb 
Mar 
Vpr 
Way 
Jun 
Jul 
tag 
1-
Addei 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
2005 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
aril 
May 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
2006 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
April 
Payment Amt 
3,023.67 
3.023.67 
3,023.67, 
3,023.67 
3.023.67 
3,023.67 
3.023.67 
3.02367 
Interest 
1.998.79 
2,01049 
2,022 25 
2,034.06 
2,045.99 
2,057.96 
2,070.00 
oreclosure Finalized 
d Penalties and interest 
Continuing interes 
•. — 
INTEREST TOTAL 
""•. 
.... 
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2.09573 
2,095.73 
2,095.73 
2.09573 
2.09573 
2,095.73 
2,005.73 
2,095.73 
2,095.73 
2,095.73 
2,095.73 
2,095.73 
2,095.73 
2.095.73 
2,095.73 
2,095.73 
2.095.73 
2,095.73 
2.095.73 
2.095 73 
46,106.06 | 
5% Penally 
151.18 
151.16 
151.18 
15118 
151.18 
15118 
151.18 
1 
1,058.28 
tNote 
- -
, and Interes 
r i 
original 390KNoti 18% on late pmts 
45.36 
90.71 
136.07 
181.42 
226.78 
272.13 
317.49 
I 
1269.94 -
— — 
- • 1 
i Gibby Vs. Gibby 
" 
> 
Note amount 
341.615.86 
343.614.65 
345.625.14 
347,647.40 
349.681.48 
351,727.47 
353.78543 
366,866.42 
368,163.64] 
. . . . . . . i r 
368,183.64 
-a* AA 4 A£ Alt 
^ * tO v lUO.UD 
0.005851 
Note amount 
0,015 
0.005651 
[Note amount with I 
penalties and interest | 
Note amount 
Continued Interest Total | 
404,289.70 Rnal Note ammount I 
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ADDENDUM "F" 
KttfcWtU m l * m Fourth JudfStHctCourt 
of Utah County, State of Utah 
Rosemond Blakelock #6183 
Attorney for Respondent 
75 South 300 West 
Provo, Utah 84606 
Telephone: (801) 375-7678 
6f
"-'°* m 
IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
PAMELA GIBBY, 
* ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
Plaintiff, * SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
v. 
* 
* 
RICHARD GIBBY, * Case No ^ ^ H H O O W ^ O 
Defendant. * 
* 
This matter came before the Court, as for oral arguments, 
following the Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, The Court 
having read Defendant's the Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, having read the Response of the Plaintiff, 
having heard oral arguments, having examined the file and the 
contents therein and deeming itself to be fully informed in the 
premises, orders and rules as follows; 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
1. The Motion for Summary Judgment is hereby granted and the 
case is hereby dismissed against the Defendant, with prejudice-
2. The Court finds that is not disputed that the Defendant 
signed all documents on behalf of the LLC and did not sign any 
documents in a personal capacity. 
3. The Court finds that the terms of the parties' Decree of 
Divorce is not a question before the Court. 
4. The Court find that the Defendant signed all Notes and 
documents in this matter on behalf of the LLC and did not sign 
any documents in a personal capacity. The Court finds that it is 
unpersuaded that the Defendant bears any personal liability in 
this matter. 
5. The Court finds that U.C.A.§ 48-2c-104 is clear in that 
it provides that "[a] company formed under this chapter is a 
legal entity distinct from it's members''. 
6. The Court finds that because this is a deficiency action, 
that the Court can grant leave to allow the Plaintiff to bring a 
separate motion to bring an action against the LLC. 
7. The Court is persuaded that this present action does not 
impose personal liability against Mr. Richard Gibby and further 
finds that Richard Gibby had no personal liability in this 
matter. 
8. The Court finds that the Defendant is entitled to an 
award of attorney's fees in this matter and grants the Defendant 
2 
a judgment as for his attorney's fees in the amount of 
9. Because there does not appear to be any question that Mr. 
Gibby did not have any personal liability in this matter, the 
Court then considered and accepted the Defendant's arguments that 
this action was not made in good faith. However, in order to be 
fair to both parties, the court hereby grants Plaintiff's counsel 
two weeks to file a Memorandum, regarding any authority he may 
wish to cite, which support his contention that the action was 
filed in good faith. The Defendant shall then have five days to 
respond and the Court shall, at that time, issue the appropriate 
orders as to attorney's fees. 
DATED this _ ^ ^ day of C W e ^ , 2005. 
BY THE COURT: 
/S/FRED D.HOWARD 
Judge Fred Howard 
District Court Judge 
3 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL, Gary Weight 
TO: Gary Weight 
43 East 200 North 
P.O. Box "L" 
Provo, Utah 84603-0200 
You will please take notice that he undersigned attorney for 
Respondent will submit the above and foregoing Order to the Court 
for signature. Pursuant to Rule 7 (f) (2) of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure any objection as to the form of the order should 
be filed with the Court, within five days after service upon you 
of this notice. 
DATED this day of 2004. 
BLAKELOCK 
£y for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
On this //j f th day of March 2005, I mailed a copy of the 
Order to^jSs^ Weight at the above listed address, via first class 
mail. 
